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Abstract 
 

The main objective of the study was to assess the horizontal competitive status of insurance companies in 

Ethiopia. The researcher conducted the study by selecting six insurance companies‟ v.i.z the Ethiopian 

Insurance Corporation, Awash Insurance S.C, Nyala Insurance S.C, United Insurance S.C, Nile 

Insurance S.C, and Zemen Insurance S.C. The study canvassed the horizontal competitive status of 

Ethiopian insurers in light of commonly known competition variables i.e. price (premium), product 

variety and use of technology and innovation. Besides, the study assessed the legal framework and 

practical applications of notorious areas of collaborations (strategic alliances) in the insurance sector. 

The study found that concerning insurers‟ competition in premiums, insurers are cutting premiums down 

and they are in a situation of a price war. Further, Ethiopian insurers provide traditional and identical 

insurance services and very little effort is made by some insurers to introduce new services to the 

community. In addition, saving Awash Insurance S.C which employ online claims application and 

settlement and Nyala Insurance S.C‟s endeavour to introduce Block Chain Technology to connect the 

financial operations of all its branches, other feasible technologies like online claims notification and 

settlement, online sales, digital customer advising and follow up, smart contracts, e-insurance etc. are 

unknown in the sector. The other point of scrutiny was the legal framework and practical applicability of 

horizontal collaboration (strategic alliance) among insurers in Ethiopia. Concerning the legal 

framework, the TCCPP under Article 7(1) (a) adopted a rule of reason standard of analysis that allow 

competitors to collaborate if technological, efficiency and other pro-competitive gains outweighing the 

anti-competitive effect are present. Besides, Article 4(2) of TCCPP empowers the Council of Ministers to 

exempt certain sectors vital for economic development from the ambit of competition law though it 

enacted no exempting regulation yet. Moreover, the country‟s competition legal regime does not have a 

horizontal cooperation guideline. The attached conditions for coordination, “technological, efficiency 

and other pro-competitive gains” are found sufficient because other vital requirements such as “pass on 

to consumers”, “indispensability”, and the “absence of elimination of competition” can be engulfed in 

the law through interpreting the catch-all phrase “other pro-competitive gains”. However, the attached 

conditions are not cumulative in the TCCPP.  Furthermore, the study revealed that Ethiopian insurers 

are not practically utilizing common areas of horizontal cooperation (strategic alliances) like research 

and development, information exchange cooperation, and coinsurance saving reinsurance cooperation. 

Standardization of terms and conditions of insurance policy is not also practised in the sector. However, 

the NBE supervises insurers to safeguard the interest of consumers in the policy terms and conditions and 

no standardization is mandatorily required in the sector.  

Finally, to escape the existing price war and other competition problems, the study recommends insurers 

to focus on other competition variables like brand loyalty (reputation), innovation and use of technology 

and introduction of new insurance services. In addition, insurers in the country are recommended to 

make strategic alliances. Besides, the study recommends the NBE to come up with a floor premium in 

consultation with the Association of Ethiopian Insurers. Moreover, actuarial science at its advanced level 

should also be included in the educational system of the country to solve the dearth of experts. The 

conditions of coordination in the TCCPP should also be amended to make them cumulative requirements. 

It also recommends the Council of Ministers to come up with an exemption regulation for the insurance 

sector or the country needs to have a horizontal cooperation guideline to illuminate areas of 

coordination. Lastly, the NBE should introduce a coinsurance directive, and information exchange 

directive, to create a fertile ground for cooperation (strategic alliances) between insurers. The study also 

recommends the Ethiopian Competition and Consumer Protection Authority to give proper attention to 

reinsurance cooperation in the country to avoid anti-competitive possibilities.
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

The Ethiopian society has been for a long time practising traditional risk transfer systems. E‟dir 

which corresponds to the English “burial society or funeral club” that resembles modern life 

insurance is widely practised to cover funeral costs.1 Besides, in the northern part of the country 

“Medin” which means “guarantee” was a very common practice of transferring risks.2 In the 

Fetha Nagast (the Law of Kings) a contract of sale and purchase would only be complete when 

another person acceptable to both parties (buyer and seller) is present.
3
 The third person is named 

„Medin‟ or „Was‟, who takes the risk of loss or non-conformity, had its roots in the ancient 

Ethiopian legal tradition.4 Meanwhile, the historical genesis of the modern insurance business 

was closely interwoven with the beginning of the banking business.5 In the year 1905, the Bank 

of Abyssinia, the first modern bank in Ethiopia, served as an agent of a foreign insurance 

company in the underwriting of marine and fire insurance services.6 Thereafter, in 1923, a Swiss 

insurer Balois set up a branch office in Addis Ababa followed by other European insurance 

                                                           
1
 Eyobed Tibebu Lisanework, Craving for Reform of the Insurance Industry, Addis Fortune, Vol.17, No. 897, (27 

May, 2017), p.2.  Available at<https://addisfortune.net/columns/craving-for-reform-of-the-insurance-industry/> 

[Last accessed on November 24, 2020]. [Hereinafter, Eyobed Tibebu Lisanework, Craving for Reform of the 

Insurance Industry].   

2
 Id, p.1-2.    

3
 Ibid. 

4
 Ibid.  

5
 See Melaku Yirdaw, Banking and Insurance Sectors Development in Ethiopia and its Effect on Economic Growth, 

MA thesis, St. Mary‟s University School of Graduate Studies Institute of Agriculture and Development Studies, 

Masters of Art in Development Economics, 2019, [Unpublished] p.2. 

Available<http://repository.smuc.edu.et/bitstream/123456789/5155/1/MELAKU%20YIRDAW.pdf>. [Last accessed 

on May 19, 2021]. [Hereinafter, Melaku Yirdaw, Banking and Insurance Sectors Development in Ethiopia].  
6
 Ibid. See also Mulugeta Negash and et al, Identifying and Analyzing Factors Contributing for Growth of Non-life 

Insurance Gross Premium  a Developing Country Perspective: Case of Insurance Industry in Ethiopia, Journal of 

Exclusive Management Science, 2018, Vol.7, Issue 1, pp.1-15, at p.1. [Hereinafter, Mulugeta Negash and et al, 

Identifying and Analyzing Factors contributing for growth of non-life insurance gross premium].   

https://addisfortune.net/columns/craving-for-reform-of-the-insurance-industry/
http://repository.smuc.edu.et/bitstream/123456789/5155/1/MELAKU%20YIRDAW.pdf
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companies working on an agency basis.7 During the Italian occupation (1936-1941), it was only 

the Italian insurance companies that were in operation in the country.8 After the Italians left the 

country, there were about 18 foreign insurers and one domestic insurer called Imperial Insurance 

Company.9 The study conducted in 1967 found that there were thirty (30) foreign insurance 

branches and agents and 10 domestic insurers in the country.10 The insurance business was 

governed by the Commercial Code until 1970 whence a separate proclamation regulating the 

insurance sector was promulgated.11 Interestingly, the proclamation established the Insurance 

Council and Insurance Controller‟s Office to regulate the insurance business.12  

Latter, the Dergu regime adopted a socialist ideology that in effect results in the nationalization 

of all the then 13 insurance companies to form a single state-owned insurance company called 

the Ethiopian Insurance Corporation.13 During this period, free-market principles were 

suppressed and competition was non-existent.14 It was only the Ethiopian Insurance Corporation 

that was the only insurer in the entire insurance market for the next nineteen (19) years.15 Thus, 

Dergu‟s Marxist ideology had an incontestable negative impact on the development, growth and 

competition of the insurance sector in Ethiopia.16  Interestingly, following the EPRDF‟s financial 

                                                           
7
 See Kahase G.Michael Atsebaha, Ethiopian Insurance Sector and its Contribution to Economic Growth, MA 

thesis, Addis Ababa University College of Business and Economics, MBA Specialize in Financial Services, 

2018,[Unpublished].p.5.Availableat<http://etd.aau.edu.et/bitstream/handle/123456789/12548/Kahase%20Gebremic

hael.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y >. Accessed on May 19, 2021. [Hereinafter, Kahase G.Michael, Ethiopian 

Insurance Sector and its Contribution to Economic Growth].  
8
 Ibid. See also Melaku Yirdaw, Banking and Insurance Sectors Development in Ethiopia, p.2.  

9
 See Melaku Yirdaw, Banking and insurance sectors development in Ethiopia, p.2. See Kahase G.Michael, 

Ethiopian Insurance Sector and its Contribution to Economic Growth,  p.5 
10

 Ibid.  
11

 The government came up with the Ethiopian insurance proclamation No.281/1970. At that time there were “15 

licensed domestic insurers, 36 agents, 7 brokers, 3 actuaries & 11 appraisers.” See Kahase G.Michael, Ethiopian 

Insurance Sector and its Contribution to Economic Growth, p.5. See also Melaku Yirdaw, Banking and insurance 

sectors development in Ethiopia, Supra note, p.2.  
12

 Ibid. 
13

 Interview with Mr.Yosef Wubshet, Principal Officer, Ethiopian Insurance Corporation (EIC) Human Resource 

Development, on the History of Ethiopian Insurance Corporation, April11, 2021. See also Melaku Yirdaw, Banking 

and Insurance Sectors Development in Ethiopia, p.2.  
14

 See Tibebe Tilahun Tadesse, Understanding the Historical Background of Insurance Sector in Ethiopia: Why a 

Brand New Vitality Injection is Needed in to Both the General and Long Term Insurance Sales in Ethiopia? pp.1-5. 

<https://wisdomccc.wordpress.com/2015/11/02/part-one-of-organic-booster-shot-why-a-brand-new-vitality-

injection-is-needed-into-life-insurance-other-long-term-insurance-sales-in-ethiopia/comment-page-1/#comment-15> 

[Last accessed May 20, 2021.] [Hereinafter, Tibebe Tilahun, Understanding the Historical Background of Insurance 

Sector in Ethiopia].  
15

 See Hailu Zeleke, Insurance in Ethiopia: Historical Background, Present Status and Future Challenges, Master 

printing press, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 2007, p.80. [Hereinafter, Hailu Zeleke, Insurance in Ethiopia].  
16

 Ibid. 

http://etd.aau.edu.et/bitstream/handle/123456789/12548/Kahase%20Gebremichael.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://etd.aau.edu.et/bitstream/handle/123456789/12548/Kahase%20Gebremichael.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://wisdomccc.wordpress.com/2015/11/02/part-one-of-organic-booster-shot-why-a-brand-new-vitality-injection-is-needed-into-life-insurance-other-long-term-insurance-sales-in-ethiopia/comment-page-1/#comment-15
https://wisdomccc.wordpress.com/2015/11/02/part-one-of-organic-booster-shot-why-a-brand-new-vitality-injection-is-needed-into-life-insurance-other-long-term-insurance-sales-in-ethiopia/comment-page-1/#comment-15
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sector reform of 1994, private insurance companies began to revive in the market again.17 

Modern insurance business in the country has a long history of establishment (over 110 years) 

and indeed, Ethiopia was among the first nations in Africa to introduce modern insurance 

business.18 The National Bank of Ethiopia is empowered to regulate and supervise insurance 

business under proclamation No.746/2012.19 The Insurance Supervision Directorate (ISD) is 

established to regulate the insurance sector as one directorate of the National Bank of Ethiopia.20 

Currently, there are 18 insurance companies (one state-owned and seventeen private) that 

provide insurance services in the Ethiopian insurance market.21 With the opening of 37 new 

branches in 2019/20, the branch expansion of insurance companies increased to 605 out of which 

54.4 % of their branches are situated in Addis Ababa.
22

 The total capital of all insurance 

companies is 9.7 billion birrs out of which the share of the government-owned Ethiopian 

Insurance Corporation is 29.3 per cent, while the remaining seventeen private insurers constitute 

70.7 per cent of the total capital.
23

 Nonetheless, the Ethiopian insurance sector‟s development is 

at its lowest stage in terms of market penetration and contribution to GDP.24   

Horizontal competition indicates the rivalry of firms found at the same stage of the production 

cycle to obtain market power, attract customers, acquire profits and engage in innovation.
25

 The 

ultimate aim of competitors is to increase the profit of the firm by attracting customers through 

the provision of a fair price and better product quality or service. Nowadays horizontal 

competition is supposed to bring welfare to the general consumer and “productivity and growth” 

                                                           
17

 See Melaku Yirdaw, Banking and Insurance Sectors Development in Ethiopia, p.2.   
18

 See Tibebe Tilahun, Understanding the Historical Background of Insurance Sector in Ethiopia, pp.1-2. See also 

Hailu Zeleke, Insurance in Ethiopia, pp.75-80. 
19

 See Proclamation to Provide for the Insurance Business, 2021, Federal Negarit Gazeta, Proclamation No.746, 18
th
 

Year, No.57, Article 3 up to Article 10. [Hereinafter, the insurance business proclamation No.746/2012].  
20

 See The Organizational Structure of the National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE). <https://nbebank.com/organizational-

structure/>.  [Last accessed on May 20, 2021].   
21

 For further details refer the National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE), Annual report 2019/2020, p.41. Available 

at<https://nbebank.com/annual-report/>. [Last accessed on May 19, 2021.]. [Hereinafter, National Bank of Ethiopia, 

Annual report 2019/2020].  
22

 Id, pp.38-39.  
23

 Ibid. 
24

 See Shimeles Beyene, Analysis of Market power and Competitiveness of the Ethiopian Insurance Industry, Master 

thesis, Addis Ababa University, School of Economics, 2012, p.2. [Unpublished] Available at 

<http://etd.aau.edu.et/bitstream/handle/123456789/14912/Shimelis%20Beyene.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y >   

Accessed on December 20, 2020. [Hereinafter, Shimeles Beyene, Analysis of market power and competitiveness of 

the Ethiopian insurance industry]. 
25

 See Andrea Lista, EU Competition Law and the Financial Services Sector, Informa law from Routeledge, New 

York, USA, 2013, p. 17. [Hereinafter, Andrea Lista, EU Competition Law and the Financial Services Sector].  

https://nbebank.com/organizational-structure/
https://nbebank.com/organizational-structure/
https://nbebank.com/annual-report/
http://etd.aau.edu.et/bitstream/handle/123456789/14912/Shimelis%20Beyene.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y%20
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to the competitor companies.
26

 Competition law strives to safeguard competition among 

competitors, inter alia, through outlawing some sorts of activities between competitors and 

putting necessary conditional prohibitions on some other types of horizontal restraints among 

firms.
27

 Horizontal restraints to competition denote any sort of agreement or arrangements 

between “rival or potentially rival firms”
28

 to limit competition in the market.  

In the past, the financial sector in general and, indeed, the insurance sector, in particular, was 

considered as a state monopoly.
29

 Meanwhile, the trend in the late 20
th

 century onwards reduces 

the state prerogative in the financial sector while at the same time the role of the private sector 

began gradually improved.
30

 This ignited the competition atmosphere and the insurance sector‟s 

competition was seriously taken.
31

  The insurance sector at the international level is one of those 

sectors prone to anti-competitive horizontal agreements.
32

 Some of the anti-competitive 

agreements such as cartels were tolerated in the legal system of some countries to secure, among 

other things, “industrial stability” and trust.
33

 However, as time went on horizontal competition 

among insurers was believed to bring efficiency and safeguard consumer welfare.
34

 

Consequently, the competition laws of several countries subject the insurance industry to the 

ambit of competition law and even further penalize horizontal anti-competitive agreements 

                                                           
26

 See Kamila Zelga, The Importance of Competition and Enterprise Competitiveness, World Scientific news, 2017, 

No.72, pp.301-306, at pp.301-302. Available at<http://www.worldscientificnews.com/wp-

content/uploads/2017/01/WSN-72-2017-301-306.pdf> [Last accessed on May 20, 2021]. [Hereinafter, Kamila 

Zalga, The Importance of Competition].  
27

 See for example paragraph 2 of the preamble of the current Ethiopian Competition and Consumer Protection 

Proclamation wherein it is declared that putting in place competition law and other systems is necessary to protect 

the business community from anticompetitive and unfair market practices and consumers from misleading market 

conducts.  
28

 See United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), Intergovernmental Group of Experts on 

Competition Law and Policy Consultations and Discussions Regarding Peer Reviews on Competition Law and 

Policy, Review of the Model Law, and Studies Related to the Provisions of the Set of Principles and Rules, Twelfth 

Session, Geneva, 9-11, July 2012, p.3. [Hereinafter, UNCTAD, Review of the Model Law].  
29

 Harald Espeli, Insurance Cartels and State Policies in Norway (1870s–1990s), Scandinavian Economic History 

Review, 2020, Vol.68, No.3, pp.222-238, at p.223.  Available at 

<https://www.doi.org/10.1080/03585522.2019.1703802> [Last accessed on January 20, 2021]. [Hereinafter, H. 

Espeli, Insurance cartel and state policies in Norway]. 
30

 See Richard Whish and David Bailey, Competition Law, 7
th

 edn., Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 2012, 

P.1&3. [Herein after, Richard and David, Competition Law].   
31

 See Andrea Lista, EU Competition Law and the Financial Services Sector, p.17.  
32

 See H. Espeli, Insurance Cartel and State Policies in Norway, p. 225.  
33

 Id, p.223. The writer found that cartels were encouraged by the government of Norway, Sweden and Finland. Ibid.  
34

  See  Orhan M. Çeku and Mentor Q. Shaqiri,  Anticompetitive Agreements according to Kosovo‟s Law on the 

Protection of Competition-Case study of the Insurance Market, Year Book of Antitrust and Regulatory Studies, 2016, 

Vol.9, No.13, pp.191-206, at p.223.  See also H. Espeli, Insurance Cartel and State Policies in Norway, pp.225-226. 

http://www.worldscientificnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/WSN-72-2017-301-306.pdf
http://www.worldscientificnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/WSN-72-2017-301-306.pdf
https://www.doi.org/10.1080/03585522.2019.1703802
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between companies.
35

 The competitiveness of the insurance industry varies from country to 

country and the economic development of the country.
36

 The UNCTAD study revealed that the 

Insurance sector in developing countries has one major problem that is the prevalence of 

horizontal anti-competitive practices.
37

 Inherently, the insurance sector demand some sort of 

horizontal collaboration like information exchange, coinsurance and reinsurance pools, 

standardization of contract terms and conditions, research and development coordination,  etc. to 

ward off problems associated with information asymmetry, moral hazard, and adverse 

selection.
38

 These collaborations tend to make prices and market conditions of competitors 

transparent that in turn contribute to the existence of horizontal anticompetitive practices such as 

fixing of premium, market sharing and coordinated action or conscious parallelism.
39

 

The insurance business in Ethiopia, as it is expounded above, has more than a century of 

existence and it was among the first countries in the continent of Africa in introducing modern 

insurance.
40

 Meanwhile, today, the insurance sector is criticized for its little market penetration 

and insignificant contribution to the GDP of the country.
41

  Furthermore, the insurance industry‟s 

overall performance is “very small” and insurers depend on “corporate business referrals from 

banks”.
42

 This poses a question on the horizontal competitiveness of the insurance industry and 

the study endeavours to assess the insurers' competitiveness. Besides, the compatibility of the 

current competition and consumer protection law of the country to the specific needs of the 

                                                           
35

 For example, the Kosovo Competition Authority fined ten insurance companies for price fixing agreement in 

2010. See Orhan M. Çeku and Mentor Q. Shaqiri, Anticompetitive Agreements According to Kosovo‟s Law on the 

Protection of Competition, p.203.  The Italian Antitrust Authority also punished 39 companies for anti-competitive 

behavior in the motor vehicle insurance market. See Paolo Coccorese, Information Sharing, Market Competition and 

Antitrust Intervention: Lessons from the Italian Insurance Sector, Journal of Applied Economics, 2012, Vol.44, Issue 

3, pp. 1-20. [Hereinafter, Paolo Coccorese, Information Sharing, Market Competition and Antitrust Intervention].  

The current Ethiopian Competition and Consumer Protection Proclamation is also applicable to the insurance sector.  
36

 See OECD Policy Roundtables, Competition and Related Regulation Issues in the Insurance Industry, OECD, 

Paris, 1998, p.12. [Hereinafter, OECD Policy Roundtables, Competition and Related Regulation Issues in the 

Insurance Industry]. 
37

 See United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), Trade and Development Aspects of 

Insurance Services and Regulatory Framework, United Nations, New York and Geneva, 2007, P.2. [UNCTAD, 

Trade and Development Aspects of Insurance Services].  
38

 See OECD Policy Roundtables, Competition and Related Regulation Issues in the Insurance Industry, pp.23-26.  
39

 See N.A. Rahman and R.H. Ahamat, Competition law and the Malaysian financial sector, pp.75-76.   
40

 See Tibebe Tilahun, Understanding the Historical Background of Insurance Sector in Ethiopia, PP.1-3. See also 

Hailu Zeleke, Insurance in Ethiopia, pp.75-80.  
41

 See Shimeles Beyene, Analysis of Market Power and Competitiveness of the Ethiopian Insurance Industry, p.2.  
42

 See Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and Japan Economic Research Institute Inc., Data Collection 

Survey on Development Finance Sector in Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia: Final Report, 2013, p.31. 

[Hereinafter, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and Japan Economic Research Institute Inc., Data 

Collection Survey on Development Finance Sector in FDRE].  
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insurance sector demand further scrutiny. The research, therefore, delves into the details to 

scrutinize the horizontal competition among insurers in the Ethiopian insurance market in light 

of common competition variables like price, product variety, utilization of modern technology 

and strategic alliance.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Insurance is an indispensable mechanism of preventing harm arising out of risks. It is supposed 

to be the engine of every economy. In developing countries, the horizontal competition in the 

market (insurance market included) is very weak. The reasons being highest entry barrier 

attributed to scant business infrastructure (financial market), fragile market due to high 

concentration, the dominant position is pervasive and above all the competition authorities are 

young suffered from the dearth of experts.
43

 The Ethiopian insurance sector has more than a 

century of existence and it was among the first nations in Africa to introduce modern insurance 

services.
44

 Meanwhile, currently, the insurance industry of the country when seen comparatively 

with other African countries is underdeveloped.
45

 Specifically, the following problems in the 

industry demand a further scientific investigation. 

First, the Ethiopian insurance sector is criticized for its little market penetration, traditional 

products, and the concentration of insurers at the capital of the country.
46

 Furthermore, the 

contribution of the insurance industry to the Country‟s GDP is insignificant.
47

 This poses a 

concern over the horizontal competitiveness of insurers in the sector and calls for further 

scrutiny. Moreover, the Ethiopian insurance industry‟s overall performance is “very small” and 

                                                           
43

  See Vinod Dhall, Competition Law and Consumer Protection- Insights to their Interrelationship, in Hassan 

Qaqaya and George Lipimile (ed.), The Effects of Anticompetitive Business Practices on the Developing Countries 

and their Development Prospects, The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, United Nations, New 

York and Geneva, 2008, p.10.    
44

 See Girmachew Gashaw, Real Competition to Gear up Ethiopia‟s Insurance Sector for Better Efficiency, The 

Ethiopian Herald, Vol.__, No. 797, (December 13, 2018), pp.1-2. Available at< 
https://www.press.et/english/?p=575#> [Last accessed on February 2, 2021]. [Hereinafter, Girmachew, Real 

Competition to Gear up Ethiopia‟s Insurance Sector].  
45

 Ibid.  
46

 See Yared Kefyalew Damarso and Bogale Anja Abba, Trade Competition among Insurers in Ethiopia: A Critical 

Analysis, Beijing Law Review, 2020, Vol.11, No.2, pp.444-463, at p. 449.  Available at< 

https://doi.org/10.4236/blr.2020.112028 > [Last accessed on January17, 2020]. [Hereinafter, Yared Kefyalew and 

Bogale Anja Abba, Trade competition Among Insurers in Ethiopia]. 
47

 Refer Shimeles Beyene, Analysis of Market Power and Competitiveness of the Ethiopian Insurance Industry, p.2. 

See also Yared Kefyalew Damarso and Bogale Anja Abba, Trade competition among Insurers in Ethiopia, p.449.  

https://www.press.et/english/?p=575
https://doi.org/10.4236/blr.2020.112028
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insurers depend on “corporate business referrals from banks”.
48

 These facts demand exploration 

of the horizontal competition among insurers in the country in light of common competition 

variables like premium (price) determination, product variety and innovation and use of up-to-

date technology.  

Secondly, the insurance sector demands some sort of cooperation (strategic alliance) between 

insurers to ward off problems arising out of uncertainty. The best instances whereby insurance 

companies cooperate are co-insurance (for sharing large and catastrophic risks) and reinsurance 

pools that enable insurers to expand their capacity and diversify their risk exposure.
49

 In the 

insurance sector, such collaborations are essential to yield efficiency and risk prevention 

mechanisms. This study had explored whether Ethiopian insurers are properly utilizing common 

methods of horizontal cooperation like information (data) exchange on mortality table, frequency 

of claims and research and innovation, and other tools of risk diversification pools like 

coinsurance and reinsurance schemes.  

Thirdly, how the current Ethiopian TCCPP and other bylaws such as directives of NBE balance 

between those efficiency-enhancing cooperation‟s and other dangers of coordination like price 

comparison, price-fixing, and other collusive acts such as sharing sensitive information arising 

out of cooperation require further scrutiny. All in all, the above points demand exploration of the 

horizontal competitive status of Ethiopian insurers in light of common competition variables like 

price (premium), product variety and innovation and use of modern technology in addition to 

horizontal coordination between insurers in the country.  

1.3 Objective of the Study 

The study has the following general and specific objectives.  

                                                           
48

 See Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and Japan Economic Research Institute Inc., Data Collection 

Survey on Development Finance Sector in FDRE, P.31.  
49

See European Commission, Different Forms of Cooperation and their Respective Impact on Competition, Studies 

on Issues Pertaining to the Insurance Production Process with Regard to the Application of the Insurance Block 

Exemption Regulation (IBER), Belgium, Brussels, 2016, p.5. Available at< https://op.europa.eu/ga/publication-

detail/-/publication/6f496ee1-9af4-11e6-868c-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-120898031> [Last 

accessed February 10, 2021]. [Hereinafter, European Commission, Different Forms of Cooperation and their 

Respective Impact on Competition].   

https://op.europa.eu/ga/publication-detail/-/publication/6f496ee1-9af4-11e6-868c-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-120898031
https://op.europa.eu/ga/publication-detail/-/publication/6f496ee1-9af4-11e6-868c-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-120898031
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1.3.1 General Objective 

The main objective of the study is to explore the horizontal competitiveness of Ethiopian insurers 

in light of common competition variables. Besides, the study aims to expound the legal 

framework and practical applicability of strategic alliances among insurers in Ethiopia.  

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

The proposed study has the following objectives. 

 Exploring the competition of Ethiopian insurers in the setting of premium (price).  

 Canvassing the competitiveness of Ethiopian insurers in product variety, innovation and 

use of modern technologies.  

 Assessing how the TCCPP balances competition and cooperation in the insurance sector. 

 Evaluating the compatibility of the TCCPP to the specific needs of the insurance sector. 

 Examining the practical applicability of horizontal cooperation in the Ethiopian insurance 

industry.  

 Recommend the possible solution for the identified horizontal competition problems in 

the Ethiopian insurance sector (if any).   

1.4 Research Question 

The study has the following central and specific research questions. 

1.4.1 Central Research Question 

Does Ethiopian insurers‟ horizontally competitive? And, what looks like the strategic alliance 

(horizontal cooperation) among Ethiopian insurers?  

1.4.2 Specific Research Questions  

The study has the following specific research questions to be answered. 

 What is the horizontal competitive status of Ethiopian insurers in price 

(premium)?  

 Are Ethiopian insurers competitive enough in product variety, innovation and use 

of modern technology? 
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 Does the TCCPP allow horizontal coordination (strategic alliance) among 

insurance companies? 

 Are the TCCPP and other directives compatible with the peculiar needs of the 

Ethiopian insurance sector? 

  Do insurers in Ethiopia utilize common ways of horizontal cooperation (strategic 

alliance) among them?  

1.5 Significance of the Study 

The study will serve as a relevant reference and literature for further study by any interested 

person. Moreover, it can also serve as an input for policymakers, legislators, and regulators to 

amend and revise the existing legal and institutional framework loopholes in the competitive 

atmosphere of the Ethiopian insurance sector. In addition, it is also relevant for the insurance 

sector for the study devoted to the horizontal competitiveness and strategic alliances of Ethiopian 

insurers.    

1.6 Review of Literature   

Written literature on the competitive status of the Ethiopian insurance sector is scant. To the best 

of the researcher‟s knowledge, there are two pieces of literature related to the study. The first 

literature is written by Yared Kefyalew Damarso and Bogale Anja Abba. Their research
50

 found 

that insurance companies in Ethiopia use lowering of premium as a customer attraction and 

retaining strategy. Furthermore, the researchers indicated that compared to other African 

countries, the Ethiopian insurance sector is underdeveloped. Particularly, it is characterized by a 

low level of insurance penetration, and insignificant contribution (of the sector) to the country‟s 

GDP. According to the researchers, insurance companies in Ethiopia have a limited capacity for 

premium setting and poor risk assessment methodology. The other problem of the sector is the 

concentration of insurers in the capital city of the country. Despite the above-stated vicissitudes 

of the scholars, the horizontal competitiveness of the sector other than price-driven competition 

strategy is not well addressed by the authors. In addition, the study does not cover the status of 

permissible horizontal collaborations (strategic alliances) in the insurance sector. 

                                                           
50

 See Yared Kefyalew Damarso and Bogale Anja Abba, Trade Competition among Insurers in Ethiopia, PP.44-463. 
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The other researcher who studied the Ethiopian insurance market is Shimeles Beyene.
51

 The 

researcher after his study of the Ethiopian insurance market concludes that there is market power 

in the Ethiopian insurance industry and the state-owned insurance corporation is the dominant 

insurer in terms of gross premium, total assets and paid-up capital. Furthermore, according to the 

study, four insurance companies dominate the market and thus the Ethiopian insurance market is 

“highly oligopolistic”. Finally, the researcher recommends the need to permit foreign insurers, 

the merger of small insurance providers, the need to privatize the state-owned insurance 

corporation, and the necessity of creating public awareness about competition. Despite the 

researcher‟s effort to show the status of market power in the Ethiopian insurance market, there is 

still an unexplored dimension of the issue. The researcher neither addressed the horizontal 

competitive status of insurance companies based on different competition variables nor their 

horizontal cooperation. Thus, this research endeavours to fill these research gaps.   

1.7 Research Methodology     

1.7.1 Research Method and Design 

Methodologically, the study employed empirical research substantiated by a qualitative research 

approach.
52

 A qualitative research approach is preferable for an “in-depth and profound 

analysis”
53

 of horizontal competition in the Ethiopian insurance market. Accordingly, the study 

used a profound analysis of pertinent legislations, magazines, newspapers, annual reports, and 

literature. Besides, empirical investigations are made through a semi-structured personal 

interview
54

 to gather data from authorities like NBE, Association of Ethiopian Insurance (AEI), 

the Ethiopian Competition and Consumer Protection Authority and experts and leaders of 

selected insurance companies. A semi-structured interview enables the researcher to forward pre-

set questions that at times demand further explanation. Moreover, it was relevant to raise new 

                                                           
51

 Shimeles Beyene, Analysis of Market Power and Competitiveness of the Ethiopian Insurance Industry, PP.1-60. 
52

 Qualitative study is well suited for analyzing the type of evidence and, developing various arguments that are 

typically observed in law reviews. See Katerina Linos & Melissa Carlson, Qualitative Methods for Law 

Review Writing, The University of Chicago Law Review, 2017, Vol. 84, No. 213, PP. 213-238, at p. 214. 
53
ያለው እንዳወቀ የምርመር መሰረታዊ መርሆችና አተገባበር 3ተኛ ዕትም ሊትማን 

መፃህፍት አሳታሚ፤ ባህር ዳር፤ ኢትዮጲያ ፤2009 ገፅ181.  
54

 Semi-structured interview is useful to raise new and relevant questions that may come in to the mind of the 

researcher at the time of the interview.  
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questions following the response of the interviewee. By doing so, the researcher could achieve 

the research objectives and the research questions thereto.  

1.7.2 Sampling Techniques and Participants of the Study 

The sampling technique employed in this study was a non-probability sampling design to take 

samples from the study population. Among the non-probability sampling types, purposive (also 

named subjective or judgment sampling) was used to select insurance companies based on their 

specific characteristics and compatibility to the objective and research questions of the study. 

Accordingly, the top insurance companies (based on their gross profit in the financial year 

2019/2020) were selected for the study. Thus, the Ethiopian Insurance Corporation, Nyala 

Insurance S.C, Awash Insurance S.C, Nile Insurance Share Company, United (Hibret) Insurance 

S.C, and Zemen Insurance S.C are explored in the study.
55

 The Ethiopian Insurance Corporation 

(EIC) was selected because as a state-owned corporation it has a dominant market position that 

supposedly has an impact on the competitiveness of the industry.
56

 Finally, Zemen insurance 

S.C. is the latest company to join the insurance market
57

 which is relevant to show the horizontal 

competitive status of new market entrants in the Ethiopian insurance industry.  

1.7.3 Data Sources and Collection Techniques 

The researcher employed both primary and secondary sources of data as input for the proper 

undertaking of the study. 

1.7.3.1 Primary Sources of Data 

Since the study incontestably had a doctrinal aspect, there was an analysis and review of 

pertinent Ethiopian laws. Thus, the researcher had examined relevant laws like the TCCPP, the 

insurance business proclamation, and other related directives of NBE. Furthermore, the interview 

was used as a primary source of data. Particularly, a semi-structured personal interview had been 

                                                           
55

 See ADDIS BIZ.com, Business news, Top Insurance Companies in Ethiopia for 2019/2020 Budget Year, January 

4, 2021, P.1. Available at< https://addisbiz.com/business-news/2351-top-insurance-companies-in-ethiopia-for-2020-

2019-budget-year/> [Last accessed on 25 February 2021].  According to this source, the selected companies are the 

top insurance companies for the budget year of 2019/2020 in their gross profit. Besides, saving Zemen Insurance 

S.C. other companies are also among the top in terms of their branch expansion as well as capital.  
56

 See D. Guruswamy, The Effect of Uncollectible Premium Connected with Insurance Terms of Credit Service 
Companies in Ethiopia, International Journal of Current Research and Review, 2012, Vol.4, Issue No. 4, pp. 125-

134 at 132.  
57

 See ADDIS BIZ.com, Business News, Top Insurance Companies in Ethiopia for 2019/2020 Budget Year, 

December 11, 2020, P.1.   Available at<https://addisbiz.com/tag/zemen-insurance-company/> [Last accessed on 26 

February 2021].  

https://addisbiz.com/business-news/2351-top-insurance-companies-in-ethiopia-for-2020-2019-budget-year/
https://addisbiz.com/business-news/2351-top-insurance-companies-in-ethiopia-for-2020-2019-budget-year/
https://addisbiz.com/tag/zemen-insurance-company/
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made with officials and experts of the NBE, the Ethiopian Competition and Consumer Protection 

Authority, experts and leaders of insurance companies, and the Association of Ethiopian Insurers 

who can provide relevant information as to the competitive status and horizontal cooperation of 

the sector under study.  

1.7.3.2 Secondary Sources of Data  

The researcher also examined documents, annual reports of NBE, and insurance companies‟ 

reports to gather useful data for the study. Further, other secondary sources of data such as 

books, journal articles, reports, newspapers, internet sources, and so on were consulted to acquire 

useful data that can substantiate the main inquiry of the study.  

1.7.4 Method of Data Analysis 

The data gathered from the aforementioned sources were analyzed using a thematic qualitative 

data analysis method. Thus, there was a data preparation that involves arranging the collected 

data logically and systematically. Then, there was a categorization of data. Here, the collected 

data were classified according to the related themes of the study. Finally, the acquired data were 

interpreted and analyzed to form part of the study to enable the researcher to arrive at conclusion 

and forward recommendations.  

1.8 Limitation of the study 

The main limitation of this study was the inadequacy of domestic works of literature written on 

the topic. This was a challenge to undertake the study profoundly. Furthermore, the reluctance of 

experts in different insurance companies to disclose some sorts of data like premium had an 

impact on the quality of the study.  

1.9 Scope of the Study 

The scope of this study is constrained to the analysis of the horizontal competitiveness of the 

Ethiopian insurance market. It will not specifically study other micro-insurance businesses and 

informal insurance markets. Besides, the whole study focused on horizontal competition issues 

and the study does not explore other dimensions of competition in the insurance market in detail. 

Further, the issue of the merger and abuse of dominance are not included in the study.  
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 1.10 Ethical Considerations 

In the course of conducting this study if the researcher found data that adversely affect the 

insurance company or perhaps affect its trade secret, the confidentiality of 

the data is maintained. Besides, full disclosure as to the purpose of the study, the 

identity of the researcher and the freedom of participants (interviewees) to withdraw from the 

 the study was made to secure their voluntary collaboration.  

1.11 Overview of Chapters  

This study comprised four major chapters. The first chapter is the proposal for the study. It 

describes what the study is all about and how the study was conducted to achieve the objectives 

of the study and answer the research questions. The second chapter is devoted to the conceptual 

analysis of horizontal competition in general and the insurance sector in particular. It is in this 

chapter the conceptual underpinning of horizontal anti-competitive agreements, insurance and 

use of technology, price-cutting competition, the standards of review in competition law, and 

common methods of horizontal collaboration (alliance) between insurers are raised. The third 

chapter, on the other hand, discussed the horizontal competitiveness of the Ethiopian insurance 

sector in light of common competition variables like price (premium), product variety, and 

innovation and technology. It also explored areas of strategic alliance in the competitive 

environment of the Ethiopian insurance industry. The fourth and last chapter recapitulated the 

whole study and, ultimately points of conclusion and possible recommendations are provided 

therein.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE CONCEPTUAL UNDERPINNINGS OF HORIZONTAL 

COMPETITION IN GENERAL 

2.1 Introduction    

The first part of this chapter scrutinizes the concept of horizontal competition. Furthermore, this 

chapter analyses various types of horizontal anti-competitive practices, the use of technology and 

innovation for insurance, the concept of price-cutting competition, and the notion of agreement 

in competition law. The standards of review in competition law are also another issue of 

discussion. Finally, this chapter is also going to expound on the horizontal cooperation varieties 

in the insurance sector, the justifications for collaboration, and the possible anti-competitive 

aspects thereof. The chapter illuminates the conceptual aspects of the study and serves as a 

springboard for the subsequent discussions.  

2.2 Horizontal Competition: A General Conceptual Overview 

Competition law aims to protect competition in the market.
58

 For doing so, it controls anti-

competitive agreements, abuse dominant market power and unfair trade practices.
59

 As the term 

may suggest, horizontal competition indicates the rivalry of firms in a similar stage of the 

production cycle.
60

 Firms compete horizontally to attract customers and ultimately gain a better 

market share. Horizontal competition between potential competitors‟ is assumed to result in 

“lower prices, better products, wider choice and greater efficiency” than that would be without 

                                                           
58

 The aim of both competition law and competition policy is preventing anti-competitive practices and creating a 

level playing field for all market actors. For further scrutiny of these concepts, See Boban Stojanović and Milan 

Kostić, Competition Policy and the Impact of Market Structure, Original Scientific Paper, p.329. Available at< 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270437226_Competition_policy_and_the_impact_of_market_structure_on

_companies'_profitability> [Retrieved on June 02, 2021].   
59

 See Lloyd‟s Market Association (LMA), Competition Law Guidance, 2017, p.3. Available at 

<www.lmallyds.com> [Last accessed on April2, 2021]. [Herein after, LMA, Competition Law Guidance].  
60

 See Andrea Lista, EU Competition Law and the Financial Services Sector, p. 17. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270437226_Competition_policy_and_the_impact_of_market_structure_on_companies'_profitability
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270437226_Competition_policy_and_the_impact_of_market_structure_on_companies'_profitability
http://www.lmallyds.com/
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competition.
61

 When firms compete horizontally, competition law assumes, they would strive to 

innovate new products and ultimately customers can obtain diversified products. In the modern 

days of the dynamic business world, “technology is absolutely essential “…” in all lines of 

insurance not only as a competitive and productivity tool but also as a means of building brand 

name recognition.”
62

 For instance, African countries like Kenya and Ghana are modernizing their 

insurance sector using modern technologies.
63

 To be exact, the sale and distribution of insurance 

are made in these countries through mobile phones that in turn improved the market penetration 

of the insurance industry.
64

 Moreover, when there is strong competition in the market, insurance 

companies strive to work hard to retain customers. This sort of competition reduces prices and 

boost quality and choice.
65

  Consumers‟ welfare which is “recognized as the touchstone and 

dominant goal of competition laws” is supposed to be maximized in a competitive market where 

customers can have a wider choice of different products, and improved quality of goods and 

services.
66

 However, when there is a dearth of competition in the market, firms lack an incentive 

to lower prices, increase quality, and offer a variety of products. This is because if firms know 

the fact that customers have no choice they may “treat them unfairly.”
67

  In addition, unless the 

state intervened in the market through competition law, competitors might also engage in anti-

competitive practices to retain customers and acquire supra-competitive prices.
68

   

                                                           
61

 See Richard Whish and David Bailey, Competition Law, pp1&3. See also John H. Shenefield and Irwin M. 

Stelzer, The Antitrust Laws: A Premier, The AEI Press, Washington DC, USA, 2001, p.1. [Hereinafter, J.H. 

Shenefield and I.M. Stelzer, The Antitrust Laws].  
62

 See Tibebe Tilahun, Failure of Insurers to aggressively and Timely Upgrade to, Update, Develop, Embrace and 

Use the Right Available Technology, p.3. Available at<www.wisdomccc.com > [Last accessed on May 22, 2021]. 
63

 See Worku R. Urgaia, The Contribution of Financial Sector Development for Economic Growth in East Africa, 

Journal of Applied Economics and Finance, Vol.3, No.2, PP.201-214, at P.202.    
64

 See Wasihun Mekonnen, Independent Insurance Regulator can do Wonders for Industry, Addis Standard, Vol.20, 

No.1036 (7 March, 2021), p.3. Available at<https://www.addisfortune.news/independent-insurance-regulator-can-

do-wonders-for-industry/> [Last accessed on 24 November 2020]. [Hereinafter, Wasihun Mekonnen, Independent 

Insurance Regulator can do Wonders for Industry].  
65

 See United Kingdom‟s Department of Trade and Industry, Productivity and Enterprise:  A World Class 

Competition Regime, Competition Reform White Paper 5233, July 2011, p.1. Available at< 

http://www.dti.gov.uk/ccp/topics2/pdf2/compwp.pdf> [Last accessed on 9 March 2021]. [Herein after, Productivity 

and Enterprise:  A World class competition regime]. [Hereinafter, United Kingdom‟s Department of Trade and 

Industry, Productivity and Enterprise:  A World Class Competition Regime].  
66

 See Susan Beth Farmer, Competition and Regulation in the Insurance Sector: Reassessing the McCarran Ferguson 

Act, Oregon Law Review, 2011, Vol.89, No.__, pp.915-950 at p.920. [Hereinafter, Susan Beth Farmer, Competition 

and Regulation in the Insurance Sector].  
67

See United Kingdom‟s Department of Trade and Industry, Productivity and Enterprise: A World Class 

Competition Regime, p. 3.  
68

 The rational for the state intervention in the market through competition law is declared in the preamble of the 

competition law of a number of countries. The same reason is vividly stated in the TCCPP of Ethiopia. 

http://www.wisdomccc.com/
https://www.addisfortune.news/independent-insurance-regulator-can-do-wonders-for-industry/
https://www.addisfortune.news/independent-insurance-regulator-can-do-wonders-for-industry/
http://www.dti.gov.uk/ccp/topics2/pdf2/compwp.pdf
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Accordingly, the common factors used in competition law to determine the existence of 

competition are “price, quality, variety of products, and innovation.”
69

 Firms are supposed to 

determine these parameters independently based on market demand and competition. Any sort of 

cooperation (be it overt or covert) between competitors in the determination of these factors 

triggers the intervention of competition law to evaluate the impact (positive or negative) of the 

practice on the market.
70

 In what follows, an overview of the common horizontal anti-

competitive practices is made. 

2.3 Horizontal Anti-competitive Agreements: An Overview of their Essence  

Horizontal anti-competitive agreements or “horizontal restraints” to competition are various sorts 

of agreements between actual or potential competitors to limit competition.
71

 Unlike the case of 

vertical restraints, horizontal restraints are in most cases anti-competitive and are, thus, 

prohibited under per se approaches.
72

 The primary concern of competition law in condemning 

horizontal restraints is to reduce adverse market power results like output reduction and price 

increases.
73

 Based on their perceived impact on competition, horizontal agreements are divided 

into two categories; horizontal per se agreements and horizontal non per se agreements.
74

 

Horizontal per se agreements are agreements condemned by competition law for their anti-

competitive result. However, horizontal non per se agreements are “arrangements that are not 

necessarily detrimental to competition”. 
75

 The latter categories of horizontal agreements are not 

illegal per se because the effect depends on the market condition and the relation between firms 

                                                           
69

 See Alexander Italianer, Competition Agreements under the EU Competition Law, Speech Delivered at the 40
th

 

Annual Conference on Antitrust law and Policy, Fordham Competition Law Institute, New York, 26 September 

2013, p.5.[Hereinafter, Alexander Italianer, Competition Agreements under the EU Competition Law].  
70

 See Orhan M. Çeku and Mentor Q. Shaqiri, Anti-Competitive Agreements According to Kosovo‟s Law on the 

Protection of Competition, p.194.  
71

 See Thomas B. Leary, A Structured Outline for the Analysis of Horizontal Agreements, p. 1. Available at 

<www.ftc.gov/public/statments/chairsshowcasetalk/pdf> [Last accessed on 17 February 2021]. [Here in after, 

Thomas B. Leary, A Structured Outline for the Analysis of Horizontal Agreements].  
72

 See Richard and David, Competition Law, p.3. The concept of per se, rule-of-reason, and quick-look test will be 

elaborated in the discussions to come.  
73

 See Thomas E. Kauper, The Sullivan Approach to Horizontal Restraints,  California Law Review, 2016, Vol.75, 

No.3, pp.893-915, at p. 897. Available at<: http://www.jstor.org/stable/3480655> [Last accessed on 18 February 

2021].  
74

 See Andrea Lista, EU Competition Law and the Financial Services Sector, p. 7. Notable examples of this category 

are price-fixing agreements and other cartelization practices that are unlawful per se without considering their likely 

impact on competition. Ibid.   
75

 Ibid. 

http://www.ftc.gov/public/statments/chairsshowcasetalk/pdf
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3480655
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that in turn demands a case-by-case analysis.
76

 Price, quality and innovation are the common 

parameters used to evaluate the anti-competitive aspects of a certain action.
77

 One author 

observed: 

In order to rule if competition was restricted, one should analyze the effect of the agreement on the 

parameters of market competition such as the price, quantity of productions, quality of productions, 

variety of productions and market innovations. Price and quantity of production are the most 

important parameters of market competition; every limitation in the freedom to set them 

independently by enterprises is harmful for competition.
78

  

Therefore, anti-competitive practices occur when market competitors determine the price of the 

product together, agreed on the amount of production or the variety of productions, and consent 

to divide the market. This in turn affects the interest of consumers and ultimately the economy of 

the country. In what follows, separate scrutiny of the common anti-competitive practice and its 

typologies are provided.  

2.3.1 Cartels 

Cartels are agreements
79

 between market competitors to restrict competition in a certain 

market.
80

  A cartel is a voluntary association between potential competitors to fix prices, limit the 

supply of a product, fix the terms of trade, assign customers, and divide territories.
81

 Cartels are 

the most harmful of all anti-competitive practices that result in substantial damage to the 

economy and consumers.
82

 Cartels are the most severely punished type of horizontal 

anticompetitive conduct that is supposedly the outcome of firms‟ conspiracy against the public 

                                                           
76

 Ibid. 
77

 See Orhan M. Çeku and Mentor Q. Shaqiri, Anti-Competitive Agreements according to Kosovo‟s Law on the 

Protection of Competition, p.194.  
78

 Ibid.  
79

 The meaning of “agreement” in competition law will be discussed in the subsequent discussions. 
80
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and customers.
83

 Adam Smith observed that sometimes the interest of traders may be different 

from the public.
84

 He argued widening of market and narrowing (restricting) competition are the 

interest of traders.85 Cartel is, thus, a war waged by firms against the competition in the market. 

Cartel is the concern of all competition authorities. Literature‟ define cartel as „[t]he supreme 

evil of antitrust,‟ „the most egregious violations of competition law,‟, and „cancers on the open 

market economy.‟
86

 If potential competitors wittingly gather to fix prices, allocate territories or 

customers, restrict output and collude in the bidding, the customers in particular and the 

economy, in general, would be seriously harmed. That is why the competition laws of most 

jurisdictions severely punished cartels than any other anti-competitive practice as a per se 

violation of competition law.
87

 

 In terms of effect, cartels are devastating for the consumers and Small and Medium-Sized 

Enterprises (hereinafter, SMEs).
88

 It is devastating because in a cartelized market it is hardly 

possible for SMEs to penetrate a cartelized market and operate their business therein.
89

 Besides, 

customers are disadvantaged in a cartelized market because they would be deprived of their 

choice, and required to pay a higher price than the market may determine. The poor sections of 

society are also vulnerable to the adverse impacts of a cartel. Research has found that when 

cartels involve basic goods and services that constitute the bare necessities of life, the impact of 

cartels on the poor is most egregious.
90

 Additionally, cartels have also a tendency to limit 

product innovation and quality improvements that are the outcomes of competition in a certain 

market.
91
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2.3.1.1 Types of Cartels  

From the discussions made so far, it becomes clear that cartels have a variety of types. Price 

fixing cartels, market sharing (division) cartels, bid-rigging cartels, and cartels restricting supply 

are commonly known as “hardcore cartels” that are notorious for causing significant economic 

harm.
92

  A price-fixing cartel is a consensus among potential competitors to raise, fix or maintain 

the price at which their products are sold.
93

 Thus, the agreement between competitors in the 

price-fixing cartel need not necessarily be to raise the price of the good or service, rather 

artificial pricing is sufficient for competition law‟s intervention. Furthermore, the price fixed as a 

result of the cartel may be lower than the price that would be in the competitive market. Phillip 

Areeda claimed that several courts make an erroneous judgment in cases involving cartels 

believing that antitrust law aims to lower prices.
94

 However, the ultimate objective of 

competition law is not cheapness but a free market.95 

To characterize an agreement between competitors as a “price-fixing cartel” it is not always 

necessary to consider the amount of price. Other things being equal, in the competitive market „it 

is unlikely that companies set the same price level without having made some sort of a secret 

agreement due to differences in their cost structures and other similar matters.‟
96

 Price, needless 

to mention, is one of the most important factors of competition.
97

 When competitor firms set 

equal or related price through agreement, the free market ideals promoted by competition law is 

defeated. Price is deemed to be fixed when competitors agree to obey price discounts, hold prices 

firm, eliminate or reduce discounts, and adopt a standardized formula for the computation of 

prices.
98

  The second type of cartel is market division (sharing) cartels. Market division cartels in 
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turn can be compartmentalized into geographic market division cartels or customer allocation 

cartels.
99

 Competing firms in a geographic market sharing cartel reciprocally agree not to enter 

each other‟s assigned territory.
100

 The other form of market sharing cartel involves „an agreement 

among firms not to approach each other‟s customers.‟
101

 Market sharing cartel aims to maximize 

each firms profit and secure monopoly in the areas (customers) assigned to each member of the 

cartel by blocking the entry of new rivals in the market.
102

 This not only increases the price of 

the good or service but also deprive customers of choice among various alternative or substitute 

goods or services. Consequently, the market sharing cartel is declared per se illegal in the 

competition statutes.
103

  The third type of cartel that is seriously condemned by competition law 

is output restricting cartels. This involves an agreement among competing firms to limit the 

supply of the goods or services the companies offer to their customers.
104

 Similar to other types 

of cartels elaborated above, output restricting cartels would have the ultimate effect of making 

them unavailable for some customers and too expensive for others. 
105

 The aim of the output 

restriction cartel is creating scarcity through restricting supply that naturally leads to price 

increases.
106

 In the normal course of things, competing companies in the competitive market may 

restrict their output independently based on market demand. However, competition law 

condemns that cooperation (agreement) among competing firms aiming at restricting output to 
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create scarcity and ultimately increase the price of the good or service.
107

 The fourth type of 

cartel is bid-rigging cartel or collusive tendering. This form of cartel takes different forms. 

Competing firms in the bidding process might agree to select a winner while the rest of the 

competitors submit an agreed amount (cover price) so that the selected bidder has the lowest 

tender while at the same time creating an impression that the bidding process is competitive.
108

 

The other scenario is called “bid suppression” which involves a consensus among firms not to 

engage in the bidding process so that “a pre-agreed firm” can win the bidding process.
109

 The 

other form of bid-rigging is „bid withdrawal.‟ Competing firms in the bidding process may agree 

in unison to withdraw from the bid to enable one or some of the competitors to win the bid.
110

 

Finally, firms may also agree to intentionally include unacceptable terms and conditions
111

 to 

enable one or some of the competitors to be a winner. Though these are the most common types 

of a cartel, competitors can also agree to standardize their products, agree to share sensitive 

information relevant to determine the price, and offer homogeneous products to the consumer in 

addition to the aforementioned forms of a cartel.
112

 

2.3.2 Price-Cutting Competition  

As its name may suggest, price-cutting competition refers to the circumstance in which 

competitor firms adopt lowering or cutting price as a competitive strategy to attract customers 

and thereby acquire better market share.
113

 Price-cutting competition is also known as a trade 

war
114

 or price war. Price is, obviously, a weapon in which companies (be it insurance or others) 
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compete in the market. However, price-cutting competition (price war) is criticized as an 

unhealthy (damaging) practice because the aim here is to lure customers and acquiring market 

share at the expense of other rivals in the market using price as the sole tool to achieve this. Of 

course, customers may be temporarily benefited from the decrease in the price of a good 

(service). Nonetheless, in the long run, they will be deprived of their choice and quality of the 

product (service).
115

 It is also found that price wars are devastating for the company, customers 

and the economy.
116

 All participants in the price war are harmed by such an act. It is, thus, 

proved that “[n]o matter who wins, the combatants seem to end up worse off than before they 

joined the battle.”
117

 Price war, accordingly, is a race to the bottom competition that adversely 

affects the market and customers alike. The ultimate result of price war is “market death.”
118

  

The other relevant issue at this juncture is the cause of price war. The cause of price war is not 

certainly known.
119

 For some scholars, price-cutting competition supposedly gushed out of three 

major sources. First, some researchers argued “competitive entry” in a market is a cause of price 

war.
120

 That means new entrant firms in the market may tend to cut prices so that they may 

attract customers for these firms lack brand loyalty and enough customers in the market. In the 
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same vein, if the incumbent firm in the market responds similarly by lowering its price, price war 

(price cutting) competition may invade the market. Second, price-cutting can also be caused by a 

decline in the “economic condition” of the firm.
121

 A decline in sales and profit of the firm may 

force the firm to undercut the price to attract many customers and increase its volume of sales 

consequently. The aim is to set off the companies declining brand loyalty and customers‟ price 

sensitivity to low prices.
122

 The third cause of price war is misreading of competitors actions by 

other rivals. Truly, companies in the market may closely observe the pricing move of their 

competitor to adjust their pricing moves.
123

 In doing so, there might be a possibility of 

misunderstanding that leads to the beginning of a price war. Other scholars, on the other hand, 

argued that the cause of price war is the “untargeted (or targeted)” decision
124

 of one of the rivals 

in the market.
125

 Concerning this, it is suggested that price wars began because somebody thinks 

that prices in a particular industry are too high.
126

 Besides, in industries where there is dynamic 

innovation, cutting of prices and “lowering profit margins” might be used by firms to acquire 

future market dominance.
127

  

2.4 Competition in Innovation and Use of Modern Technology in the 

Insurance Industry 

The insurance sector is increasingly demanding the consumption of various modern technologies 

that are commonly named “InsureTech”.
128

 InsureTech refers to a plethora of technologies that 

improve the methods of providing service to clients, reduce the costs and administrative 
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expenses of insurers, reduce the barriers to entry, and create a new method of innovation for 

insurers.
129

 Technology in insurance enables insurers to reduce transaction costs and expedite the 

delivery of services.
130

 Moreover, innovation of new technologies and the digitalization of 

services have created faster claims notification and settlement systems thereby decreasing the 

company‟s overall transaction costs.
131

 Insurance that involves the analysis of big historical data 

and predicting future uncertain events is nowadays made easy through technologies like block 

chain technology, robo-advice, algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI).
132

  Furthermore, the 

sale and distribution of insurance products can be made through digitalized systems such as 

online sales and digital claims settlement thereby avoiding the outdated and rigorous business 

processes that were made through agents and brokers.
133

 Digitalization is replacing all the 

insurers‟ activities beginning from product development to pricing (underwriting), sales and 

distribution systems, policy and claims settlement and asset and risk management.
134

 To be 

exact, the conclusion of insurance contracts can be efficiently made in “smart contracts” i.e. 

digitalized contracts that do not demand intermediaries‟ like a lawyer or physical presence of 

persons.
135

 The overall security of transactions and trust in the financial operation of insurers is 

beginning to be secured using other new technologies such as block chain technology that 

involves secured and shared transactions chained in separate block chains in a public ledger.
136

 

Moreover, the sale of insurance services that were traditionally made through brokers and agents 

(intermediaries‟) is currently undertaken in simple digital systems of applications and online 

sales that avoid the expense and time insurers were expected to spend.
137

 Besides, other new 
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models of insurance distribution such as BIMA are replacing intermediaries‟ (agents and 

brokers) in less developed insurance markets particularly in Africa.
138

 BIMA is a digital 

technology intermediating health insurance products using mobile platforms.
139

 This platform 

registers certain identification details of policyholders and the premium payment is undertaken 

through automatic deduction of pre-paid airtime credit. All other subsequent communications are 

conducted via SMS that notifies the remainder of coverage and an amount deducted.
140

 This 

significantly improves the health and affiliated insurance market in countries where insurance 

penetration is lower. 
141

 Therefore, the adoption and implementation of up to date and modern 

insurance technology have become one of the common areas where insurance companies 

horizontally compete in the insurance market.
142

  

2.5 Standards of Review in Competition Law   

Competition law employs certain standards to evaluate the pro-competitive and anti-competitive 

effects of market actors‟ practices. Competition law does not intend to prohibit all anti-

competitive agreements without exception. After all, the task of competition authorities and 

courts is to identify anti-competitive restraints from pro-competitive restraints.
143

 To review the 

pro-competitive and anti-competitive result of conduct, courts and competition authorities 

employ certain standards namely per se standard and rule-of-reason standard.
144

 These standards 

were firstborn in the courts of the United States and later refined by other competition laws.
145
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The dichotomy between rule per se and rule of reason standards is blurred. In most cases, if not 

always, per se cases focus on the “nature of the restraint”, while the rule of reason is concerned 

with the “nature of the market”.
146

 In the discussions to come, the particular features and 

purposes of each standard of review are provided.  

2.5.1 The Rule per se Standard 

The lexical meaning of the word „per se‟ is “in itself”, or “by its very nature” or, “on its own” or 

“inherently.”
147

 Rule per se approach is an approach used to outlaw those practices that are 

deemed to have a „pernicious effect on competition‟.
148

 Those restraints are supposed to be 

unreasonable and illegal which does not warrant further scrutiny of their pro-competitive 

dimension.
149

 Thus, the per se rule prohibit some restraints because the law presumes that some 

restraints are inherently anticompetitive and there is no need for further economic analysis. The 

rule per se approach is praised for two advantages. First, it gives certainty about the legal effect 

of conduct.
150

 If certain conduct is declared illegal, it sends a message for the business 

community to comply its conduct with the stipulations of the law. In short, it makes the law 

certain for the firms in the market and the courts and competition authorities to implement and 

adhere to their conduct accordingly. Second, it saves competition authorities and courts from 

tangled economic justifications to determine the pro-competitive aspect of the conduct.
151

 Per se 

rule needs only proof about its occurrence. Once the occurrence of the conduct is ascertained its 
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anticompetitive effect is legally presumed.
152

 The prudent question one might pose at this 

juncture is how can the law know the effect of those restraints (that are deemed per se illegal) 

without economic analysis? The US Supreme Court in one of its decisions raised the same issue 

and argued further economic inquiry is “so often fruitless when undertaken.”
153

 Further, the anti-

competitive effect of some restraints is vivid that „do not warrant the time and expense required 

for particularized inquiry into their effects.‟
154

 Therefore, it seems clear that in competition law 

some restraints are known for their anticompetitive result for the determination of which no 

further economic or other analysis is called for. In the current competition law philosophy, rule 

per se is deemed to be an exception to the general principle of the rule of reason.
155

 The 

commonly cited examples of conducts prohibited under the per se rule are price-fixing 

conspiracies, market allocation agreements, some sorts of boycotts and concerted refusal to 

deal.
156

  

2.5.2 The Rule of Reason Standard  

The OECD glossary of statistical terms defines the rule of reason as “a legal approach by 

competition authorities or the courts where an attempt is made to evaluate the pro-competitive 

features of a restrictive business practice against its anti-competitive effects to decide whether or 

not the practice should be prohibited.”
157

 Some market restrictive practices prima facie give rise 

to competition issues that may be efficiency-enhancing when further examined. Thus, weighing 

the pro-competitive and anti-competitive aspects of the conduct is demanded to most of the 

competition law issues.
158

 The rule of reason is nowadays the dominant standard in competition 
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law.
159

 Rule of reason is a lenient and flexible standard
160

 that takes into account, among other 

things, the effect of the restraint; specific facts of the business; background (history) of the 

restraint; the rationales behind the restriction; the market structure of the industry; the benefit of 

the restraint (redeeming virtue); the objective of the parties; and the existence of other less 

restrictive alternatives (reasonable necessity) to weigh its effect on competition.
161

 Accordingly, 

there is no automatic exclusion of the conduct in the rule of reason standard of analysis.  Despite 

the growing importance of the rule of reason standard of analysis, it is still confronted with 

severe critics from different dimensions. First, the rule of reason standard is cursed for being 

“vague and ambiguous” that is difficult for prospective compliance.
162

 That is to mean that the 

outcome of the conduct depends on the analysis of various economic, market and other factors 

that in turn makes the standard elusive for prospective alignment of the businessmen‟s conduct to 

the prohibitions of the law. The second point of reproof is the costliness of the rule of reason 

analysis. Herbert Hovenkamp argued rule of reason demands “expert testimony, identifying the 

relevant market, as well as evidence that purports to measure actual anticompetitive effects.”
163

 

As a result, its cost of administration is difficult for courts and competition authorities to 

administer.
164

  

2.6 The Meaning of Agreement in Competition Law  

The meaning of „agreement‟ is seldom defined in competition law.
165

 In competition law‟s 

parlance, the agreement does not necessarily mean express or written expressions to limit 

competition between competitors. Lious Kaplov asserts that agreements subject to competition 
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law do not necessarily be binding contracts.
166

 Formal and binding contracts are not necessarily 

required for agreements among undertakings. The rationale is for some forbidden agreements 

like cartels or price-fixing; the agreement is not legally binding.
167

 Even worse, parties may 

escape the law by “phrasing communications in the language of the declaration of unilateral 

intent” or other methods of disclaimer of an agreement that in effect paves the way for 

impunity.
168

 Agreement in competition law encompasses both explicit and implicit agreements. 

Explicit agreements are overt agreements between competitors to limit competition via setting 

clear terms and conditions. Explicit agreements may be understood by third parties that are not 

parties to the agreement. An explicit agreement, nonetheless, may not necessarily be an “overt” 

agreement, one which can be observed by nonparties to the agreement.
169

 Indeed, most 

agreements that give rise to anti-competitive practices tend to be covert arrangements that are not 

easily detected by competition authorities.
170

 Interestingly, the fact that an agreement is covert 

does not bar the applicability of competition law.
171

 Had competition law been concerned only 

with overt agreements, much anti-competitive covert agreement would escape the punishment 

that in turn would defeat the whole vicissitudes of competition law. However, an implicit 

agreement is a consensus between competitors but cannot be understood by third parties (parties 

that are not part and parcel of the agreement).
172

 Accordingly, agreement in competition law 

means “unity of purpose or a common design and understanding or a meeting of minds”.
173

 It 

indicates a common understanding or consensus between potential or actual competitors to 

restrain competition.
174

 Thus, agreement in competition law has a broad notion.  It encompasses 

a plethora of agreements (be it legally binding or not), written or oral, and the so-called 

gentlemen agreements.
175

 Besides, a physical meeting of the parties is not expected but telephone 
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calls and exchange of letters, emails etc. are sufficient.
176

 Generally, agreement in competition 

law‟s parlance is somehow broader than other laws since the former engulfs both legally binding 

and non-binding agreements and agreements made through various modalities of 

communication.  

2.7 Common Horizontal Collaborations in the Insurance Sector  

In principle, competition law assumes that each firm in the market will act independently. One 

scholar in this regard opines “the guiding principle in the field of competition law is “…” the so-

called „postulate of independence.”
177

 Meanwhile, competition law does not condemn all sorts of 

cooperation saving those that result in anti-competitive effects.
178

 Accordingly, competing 

companies in a certain market are permitted to collaborate provided that they comply with the 

competition law‟s permissible exceptions.
179

 Horizontal cooperation, according to the draft 

horizontal cooperation guideline of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

(TFEU), can have certain economic benefits.
180

 In particular, it can be used for “sharing risks, 

save costs, increase investments, pool know-how, enhance product variety and quality, and 

launch innovation faster.”
181

 The same guideline while elucidating the possible dangers of 

cooperation mentioned that horizontal cooperation may also result in competition problems.
182

 

Specifically, if cooperating companies use the cooperation as a shield for price-fixing, market 

sharing, and other anticompetitive restraints, cooperation would result in market distortions and 
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competition problems.
183

 Prudent competition legislation is, therefore, expected to balance both 

the pro-competitive effects of the cooperation and the anti-competitive effects. Based on the rule 

of reason standard of analysis, most competition laws attempt to balance these interests.
184

  The 

question worthy of raising here is on what areas firms are empowered to coordinate? And what 

are those attached conditions under which companies‟ are allowed collaboration? From the 

closer scrutiny of a plethora of literature, one can discern the following areas: research and 

development collaboration; standardization agreement; information exchange (access to data) 

relations; co-insurance and reinsurance arrangements; and production and purchasing 

agreements.
185

  

There are four cumulative conditions attached to horizontal collaborations: “efficiency gain”, 

“indispensability”, “pass-on to consumers” and “no elimination of competition.”
186

 Efficiency 

gain in this context engulfs collaborations that lead to either the increased quality of the good 

(service), reduction of cost to the company or customers, saves time or a combination of these.
187

 

The requirement of “indispensability”, on the other hand, involves the cooperation should be of a 

nature that there is no other way of attaining the claimed efficiency. If the parties prove that “the 

data‟s type, aggregation, age, confidentiality and frequency of the exchange are of the type that 

carries the lowest risks indispensable for creating the claimed efficiency gains”
188

, the condition 

of indispensability is deemed to be satisfied. The condition of “pass-on-to customers” is self-

explanatory i.e. the efficiency gains attained through cooperation should benefit customers.
189

 

Finally, cooperation between competitors should not defeat the competition in the relevant 

market. For instance, the exchange of company level individualized data on future prices could 

facilitate price-fixing that eliminates competition at all.
190

 All in all, horizontal collaboration 
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should pass through these four cumulative tests to be considered as efficiency-enhancing 

horizontal cooperation. The subsequent parts of the study perused each type of horizontal 

collaboration distinctively.  

2.7.1 Agreement on Standardized Policy Terms and Conditions 

It is not uncommon for competition and other regulatory laws to permit agreement (coordination) 

between competitors in setting standards on policy terms and conditions. Historically, before the 

advent of competition law in the legal system of many countries, there was a long tradition of 

collaboration among insurers in setting premiums (rates) besides policy terms and conditions.
191

 

Competition law provides some exemptions in circumstances where „compelling evidence of 

unworkability of competition or a clearly paramount social purpose‟ exists, and any exemptions 

should use „the least anti-competitive method of achieving the regulatory objective.‟
192

 

Accordingly, cooperation is possible to exploit certain vital purposes that are hardly attainable 

via competition. In the insurance industry, a policy is a contract concluded between the insured, 

one who seeks insurance service, and the insurer, the company offering insurance service.
193

  

In recent years
194

, the European Commission‟s block exemption regulations (BER) empower 

insurance companies of the area to be exempted from various competition concerns.
195

 Among 

those major exemptions, standard policy conditions (SPCs) were the notable ones.
196

 

Standardization is beneficial to both the industry and the consumers. Presumably, consumers are 

not individuals that know the specific details of tangled terms incorporated under the insurance 
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policy. Moreover, standardization makes it easier for the consumer to compare the prices of 

substitute products.
197

 Conversely, some scholars argued that any underwriting collaboration 

among insurers has a similar effect to the so-called “concerted refusal to deal”, “group 

boycotting”, and “price-fixing.”
198

 Further, European Union also lifted the insurance block 

exemption regulation that permits insurance companies to collaborate on standard terms and 

conditions of an insurance policy.
199

 The assumption was these agreements are not specific to the 

insurance sector and hence allowing the sector such exemption is not justified in the presence of 

general horizontal cooperation guidelines.
200

 The effect of the EU decision does only terminate 

the sector-specific block exemptions (total exoneration from competition law concerns) and 

insurance companies can still benefit through the horizontal cooperation guideline of the 

union.
201

 Despite this controversy, the current prevailing practice is towards the use of non-

binding standard terms and conditions of an insurance policy.
202

 The issue of unification or 

homogeneity of contract conditions is stipulated in the competition law of some countries. For 

instance, the Bulgarian competition legislation
203

under Article 15 declared the following.  

(1) Undertakings which offer the conclusion of identical contracts, containing general 

conditions, may unify those general conditions in advance provided that they do not 

restrict the free negotiation of prices and do not affect the interests of consumers. (2.) 

The unification of general conditions is permitted only with an authorization of the 

 Commission, which shall be given within two months following the submission of the 

  request of the undertakings under paragraph 1. [Emphasis added]. 
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Thus, the law prohibits only those undertakings that limit the “free negotiation of price” and that 

affect the interest of consumers. The message is pretty clear; standardizations that affect the free 

negotiation of the price that in turn affects the interest of consumers are outlawed. Generally, the 

standardization of policy terms and conditions, though not mandatorily required, it is permissible 

in the insurance industry provided that the interest of customers remain intact.  

2.7.2 Information Exchange (Access to Data) Collaboration  

Insurance by its nature demands big data. Insurance experts stated that “data lies at the heart of 

insurance.”
204

 This is said because the more the insurance company obtains data, the more 

accurate its rate determination would be. Robert Bork, in his book titled “The Antitrust 

Paradox”, argued that “the closer the members of the industry come to maximizing their profits, 

the closer they come to maximizing the welfare of consumers [ because it is an ]obvious fact that 

more efficient methods of doing business are as valuable to the public as they are to 

businessmen.”
205

 As it was elaborated in the discussions made above, certain cooperative 

arrangements enhance economic efficiency (which is also one of the goals competition law 

strives to achieve), while some others might be used for the facilitation of collusion among 

competitors.
206

 Therefore, information sharing unless it is properly regulated would result in an 

anti-competitive effect. However, inherently, there are some exceptional features of the 

insurance business that demand the exchange of information. Insurance needs assessment of the 

uncertain risk that may materialize in the future. This makes insurance cost determination 

uncertain.
207

 The unilateral actions of each insurance company would result in either excessive 

risk price (premium) or lower risk price which eventually affects the consumer and the insurance 
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company respectively.
208

 This demands some sort of cooperation among insurers to determine 

the real cost of risk. Besides, it is important for the smaller companies and other insurers that are 

new entrants to the market. Owing to this utility, the incumbent companies are required to share 

the information/data with them.
209

 In connection to this collaboration, one institution ascertained 

that the exchange of information like historical statistical calculations, mortality tables and 

frequency of illness of life insurance, and accident probabilities can improve the efficiency and 

accuracy of risk rating for insurance companies that can also simplify market entry and in 

consequence benefit consumers.210
 Accordingly, information exchange is relevant in the 

insurance sector to minimize, if not avoid, uncertainties and putting premium computations on 

certainty.  

The other issue worthy of further elaboration is the type of data shared (exchanged) between 

insurance companies. If competition law leaves everything to the whim of insurers, they might 

collude to fix prices, or divide the market or else engage in some sort of predatory pricing, which 

are acts condemned by competition law.  In addition, as one author argued “certain types of 

individualized information exchanges on future quantities or price, especially when 

individualized, will almost always be prohibited”
211

 as it is prone to price-fixing cartels or 

collusion.  Consequently, insurance companies are permitted to share “only aggregated historical 

information made available on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms.”
212

 Specifically, 

common standards on “fire extinguishment, such as geographical setting, quality of buildings 

concerning fire diffusion, commercial activity, and water supply” can be areas where insurance 

companies are permitted to cooperate.
213

 Besides, using a common mortality table, „frequency of 

illness‟ and „accident‟ is relevant to accurately set a premium for life insurance.
214

 Therefore, 

sharing aggregated, as opposed to individualized data, before underwriting enables insurers to 

determine rates closer to certainty and know the specific and profitable way of finding the 
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customers characteristics. As it is succinctly stated by two scholars, “information that accrues 

after purchase may be used only to lock the barn after the horse has been stolen.”
215

 That is to 

mean that prior collaboration before underwriting enables insurers to obtain accurate risk 

classification. The other issue is the manner of exchange of information (data). In most cases, 

information exchange is made through the trade association (in the insurance company the 

insurers association) or the governmental regulatory organ or else through an information 

exchange website available to the public.
216

 However, the competition authority should closely 

supervise the type of data shared between insurers to avoid anti-competitive tendencies.  

2.7.3 Cooperation in Research and Development (R&D)  

The other area where competitors
217

 are allowed to collaborate horizontally is research and 

development. Innovation and the use of new technologies is one area in which companies 

compete in the market. Cooperation in research and development (R&D) is crucial to secure 

market share as a result of new technologies or products.
218

 R&D collaboration might be made 

either to introduce new products or to improve the existing ones.
219

 In some countries, 

competitors are not only permitted to horizontally collaborate in competition law but also enjoy 

incentives in the tax system (indirect subsidy) and sometimes direct subsidy is provided for such 

collaboration.
220

 This is because of the assumption that R&D collaboration is meritorious for the 

industries to introduce new products or to produce the existing ones at low cost that in turn 
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warrant an incentive from the state.
221

 R&D cooperation is subsumed under competition law‟s 

exemption of agreements that enhance efficiency. However, in the course of R&D cooperation 

competitors may exchange sensitive data that allows them to fix prices, allocate customers, or 

limit output.
222

 Therefore, the competition authorities are advised to come up with a specialized 

cooperative guideline or directive that delineates areas that might endanger competition. This is 

relevant for competition authority‟s ex-post intervention and it also enables competitors to 

refrain from anticompetitive tendencies in the process of collaboration.
223

 In the same vein, in the 

insurance industry, R&D collaboration is useful for appropriate risk compartmentalization and 

introducing new insurance services.
224

 Collaboration is useful because if the insurance service is 

completely new, insurers do not have historical data depending on which they can set the future 

premium. Furthermore, R&D is also vital for unconventional risks for which the frequency of 

occurrence and magnitude of risk is not well known.
225

 Here again, a clear guideline or directive 

that announce permissible and restrictive collaborations is expected from the competition 

authority to ward off the anti-competitive behaviour of competitors. The tests of indispensability, 

efficiency gain, pass-on to customers and the absence of elimination of competition shall also be 

satisfied.
226

  

2.7.4 Reinsurance and Coinsurance Pools   

Risks can be broadly pigeonholed into conventional and unconventional risks.
227

 Unconventional 

risks, huge risks that cannot be covered by a single insurer alone, require the cooperation of 

multiple insurance companies because either the loss if it materializes is too large for a single 

company to absorb (“capacity constraint”) or the limited knowledge about it („knowledge 
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constraint‟).
228

 Co (re) insurance pools are essential for insuring risks that are uninsurable 

because of “individual volatility, moral hazard, the small size of population or excessive claims 

cost, or to subsidize cover for public policy reasons.”
229

 Commonly, coinsurance and reinsurance 

pools are forms of cooperation for large and unconventional risks. Needless to mention, insurers 

engage in reinsurance and coinsurance pools out of necessity.
230

 Reinsurance, according to the 

dictionary of insurance terms, is a “form of insurance that insurance companies buy for their 

protection, “a sharing of insurance.” An insurer (the insured) reduces its possible maximum loss 

on either an individual risk “…” or a large number of risks “…” by giving (ceding) a portion of 

its liability to another insurance company (the reinsurer).”
231

 Reinsurance is, thus, an insurer‟s 

insurance that enables them to further diversify their risk exposure. Insurance companies can 

transfer their risk in the same way primary insurers transfer their loss by paying a premium to the 

reinsurer to cover a portion of their loss.
232

 Reinsurers are independent companies the 

shareholdings of which mostly are held by insurance companies (primary insurers).
233

  

The parties to a reinsurance contract are the primary insurer and the reinsurance company 

whereby the latter agrees to provide cover to the primary insurer under a contract of 

reinsurance.
234

 Reinsurance is useful for insurance companies to diversify their risk portfolio; 

because the reinsurer takes a share of the risk and, of course, a portion of the premium to cover 

losses when a risk (misfortune) materializes in the underwritings of the primary insurer.
235

 Thus, 

the reinsurer has no relation with the original insured. Reinsurance is useful for expanding the 

capacity of the insurance company, “stabilize its underwriting results; finance its expanding 

volume; secure catastrophic protection against shock loss; withdraw from a class or line of 
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business or a geographical area within a relatively short time, and share large risks with other 

companies.”236  

Coinsurance, on the other hand, indicates a situation whereby two or more insurers jointly 

provide cover for unconventional or large risks in a separate contractual relationship with the 

insured that makes insurers‟ liable for their respective share of the claim.
237

 Reinsurance and 

coinsurance are two different techniques of collaboration. First, reinsurance provides coverage 

for a risk that has already been insured by the primary insurer, while coinsurance is a sharing of 

risk among multiple insurers.
238

 Second, reinsurance involves a transfer of the portion of risk 

assumed by the primary (direct) insurer to another reinsurer. But, in coinsurance, all parties to 

the coinsurance are direct insurers for the portion of each insurer has a direct relation with the 

primary insured.
239

 The most common unconventional risks that require cooperation among 

various insurance companies (either in reinsurance or coinsurance) include; “cybersecurity, 

natural catastrophe, nuclear incidents, terrorism and ecological damage, for instance, due to 

large-scale industrial accidents”
240

 and floods, whether insurances etc.
241

 The insurance market is 

said to be efficient when there is an opportunity for insurers to further diversify their risk through 

reinsurance to decrease the risk of insolvency and rescue it from unanticipated underwriting 

losses and other catastrophes in the underwriting results.
242

  

In the modern sophisticated business world, the insurance industry is deemed to be the last resort 

that protects other financial sectors like banks from risks.
243

 Coinsurance and reinsurance pools, 

on the other hand, are vital to save the insurer itself from risks and give insurance protection for 
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unconventional risks that goes beyond the insurer‟s “risk appetite.”
244

 The failure of an insurance 

company in effect would result in the so-called “domino effect” or contagion risk that would 

contaminate other sectors.
245

 Reinsurance and coinsurance pools are designed to prevent such 

risk exposure. Meanwhile, seen from the perspective of competition law, coinsurance and 

reinsurance collaborations may lead to the transparency of prices charged and agreed by an 

insurer with its clients.
246

 This coordination that involves regular and frequent sharing of 

information might have the effect of disclosing the “market positions and strategies” of 

competitors that in consequence would harm competition.
247

 To prevent such anti-competitive 

tendencies, areas of collaboration are statutorily limited and the conditions of coordination 

elaborated before i.e. indispensability, pass on to consumers, and the absence of elimination of 

competition are required to be satisfied.
248

  

2.8 The Justifications for Horizontal Cooperation in the Insurance Sector  

In addition to the reasons elaborated in the previous discussions, there are also other 

justifications peculiar to the insurance sector that demand cooperation among insurers. Insurance 

is one of the riskiest businesses which operate in the capital of its clients to compensate for 

losses.
249

 Furthermore, insurance clients (insured) have a better knowledge about their risk 

exposure than the insurer. In the insurance market, price (premium) is determined in advance at 

the time the insured purchase the insurance policy. Thus, as one author rightly put it fixing the 

insurance price is “an enigma for an insurer.”
250

  Information asymmetry, which is one of the 

reasons for market failure, is prevalent in the insurance sector.
251

 In the subsequent discussions, 
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reasons associated with information asymmetry as a justification for horizontal coordination 

between insurers are provided.  

2.8.1 Asymmetry of Information 

Information asymmetry indicates a situation in which one market competitor has better 

information than the other party.
252

 Perhaps, had all parties been aware of the clandestine 

information, the contract (deal) might not be concluded or at least its entire terms and conditions 

would be different.
253

 Informational asymmetry is one of the well-known causes for market 

failure that consequently leads to inefficiency of production.
254

 The insurance market is prone to 

the problem of information asymmetry. Insured (buyers of an insurance policy) may have a 

tendency (an incentive) to hide their actual risk exposure to obtain a lower premium.
255

 Insurance 

companies, in the prevalence of informational imbalance, might probably charge a similar price 

for products and spread the costs to the various categories of policyholders to use their profits 

from low-risk customers to offset the losses from high-risk customers.
256

 This, in turn, might 

affect low-risk customers and the profitability or at worst the solvency of the insurance.
257

 

Therefore, the need for cooperation in the insurance market can be justified by the existence of 

asymmetric information. Further, the asymmetry of information had other byproducts that 

deserve separate scrutiny- adverse selection and moral hazard.
258

   

2.8.1.1 Adverse Selection 

The first problem of information asymmetry is an adverse selection that occurs when „high-risk 

individuals are more likely to purchase insurance than low-risk individuals.‟
259

 The insured, as it 

is mentioned time and again, has a better knowledge of his risk exposure than the insurer. 

Research has shown that other things being equal, persons with greater accident probabilities 

need more insurance than those with lesser exposure.
260

 If the same amount of risk premium is 
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charged for both low and high risks, then, lower-risk individuals would be expected to pay more 

than those of higher-risk individuals.
261

 Consequently, low-risk individuals may leave the 

company and the company‟s remaining members would only be high-risk individuals.
262

 This 

ultimately shrinks the company and eventually, the insurance pool can “even collapse.”
263

 

Insurance companies can avoid the problem of adverse selection through accurate risk 

compartmentalization or risk classification, which aims to categorize those with a similar 

probability of loss exposure to the same class and charging the same rate through sharing 

information and strategic alliances.
264

 The partition of insured into various separate risk pools 

according to their particular risk exposure enables insurers to acquire premiums commensurate to 

the loss the insured may suffer.
265

 As a result, low-risk customers that might otherwise find 

insurance too expensive would get insurance service. In turn, this will decrease the availability of 

insurance for the wider society.266 Charging a premium commensurate to the level of risk 

exposure demands acquiring the necessary information about the risk exposure of the risk 

category
267

, which is unlikely to be obtained from the insured. To escape such a dilemma, 

insurance companies need to share some information that enables them to determine actual 

premium attractive to both high and low-risk individuals
268

provided that the appropriate 

precautions stated under information exchange collaboration (previously discussed issue
269

) are 

satisfied.  

2.8.1.2 Moral Hazard 

For economists, moral hazard in insurance indicates the circumstance whereby purchasing 

insurance reduces the insured‟s incentive to take precautions.
270

 It, therefore, connotes the 

opportunistic behaviour of the insured (especially in liability insurance) as a result of the 
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existence of insurance.
271

 A moral hazard is a situation that occurs when the insured benefits 

(profits) from causing harm and filing a claim or when the insured‟s property value is greater 

than the actual market value of the property.
272

  This is to mean that unless the insurance 

companies are capable of valuing the appropriate value of the property and the approximate 

probability of loss occurrence, a situation called moral hazard would invade the insurance 

market. Despite the existence of some preventive measures like the charging of higher premium 

to set off the loss; giving premium reduction for prevention or safety measures; setting particular 

terms and conditions; and decline from insuring when a moral hazard is more serious, the 

efficient solution is supposed to be cooperation between insurance companies in the form of 

exchange of data and other sorts of strategic alliances to determine the actual amount of premium 

based on the specific risk exposure of the insured.
273

  

2.8.2 The Prospective Nature of Insurance Cost Determination 

Cost determination involves the assessment of the amount the insured shall pay to finance the 

loss protection or the potential insurance benefits including administrative expenses.
274

 All issues 

involving cost determination such as the amount of premium the insured had to pay in advance, 

the benefits that will be paid to the insurer upon the occurrence of loss, and the insurer‟s expense 

are all prospectively determined at the time the insured purchases insurance policy.
275

 The 

prospective nature coupled with uncertainties of forecasting future events makes premium 

determination a strenuous task. Moreover, the competitive environment in the insurance market 

obliges the insurer to consider other strategic actions of its rivals that ultimately complicate the 

cost determination of the insurance company.276
 Thus, appropriate and scientific cost 

determination needs to be made to balance the interest of the two parties i.e. the insurer and the 

insured. To resolve the problem of uncertainty arising out of the prospectiveness of the insurance 

cost determination, insurers are typically allowed to utilize “its historical data and the industry 

historical data”
277

 in the rating.  Insurers with a large market share are prone to employ their 

historical data more heavily than the companies with a smaller volume of business and new 
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entrants. This is obviously because these companies have less experience and corollary to this 

fewer exposure to risk that in turn makes reliance on their historical data less credible.
278

 But, 

collaboration among insurers to exchange relevant information would reduce such problems to a 

significant scale.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

HORIZONTAL COMPETITION IN THE ETHIOPIAN 

INSURANCE SECTOR:  A CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Introduction  

The previous chapter of this thesis focuses on the general and theoretical aspects of horizontal 

competition. This chapter in turn deals with the horizontal competitive status of the Ethiopian 

insurance sector. Specifically, the chapter delves into the details of competition among insurers 

in light of common competition factors such as price (premium), variety of products, innovation 

and use of modern technology. The compatibility of our competition law and other subordinate 

legislation to the peculiar needs of the insurance sector is also one concern of this chapter.  

Moreover, whether Ethiopian insurers are horizontally cooperating among them using 

competition law‟s permissible exceptions is the other area of discussion. The chapter is relevant 

to pinpoint the legal and practical loopholes in the competitive environment of the Ethiopian 

insurance sector that demand further improvement.  

3.2 Horizontal Competition in the Ethiopian Insurance Sector: Introductory 

Overview 

Competition among market participants is increasingly becoming the principle of a modern-day 

market-oriented economy.
279

 The reason is the assumption that competition merits all; it 

encourages businesses to compete for customers that ultimately results in a commensurate price 

for goods and services, increased innovation, and more choice.
280

 Competition in the insurance 

sector is important for several reasons.  For one thing, competition brings efficiency, quality and 

innovation to the insurance sector that benefits customers and the company. In addition, the 
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dearth of competition not only leads to anticompetitive behaviour but also affects the external 

finance available to firms.
281

 Turning to the main inquiry i.e. competition among insurers in 

Ethiopia
282

 the discussions will focus on the existing competition among insurers from the 

perspectives of common competition variables like price (premium), product variety, innovation 

and use of modern technology.
283

 The Ethiopian insurance sector is criticized for its little 

contribution to the GDP of the country.
284

 UNCTAD‟s study similarly shows that the Ethiopian 

insurance sector is among the lowest in Africa in terms of market share, market penetration and 

insurance density.
285

 The majority of Ethiopian society still mitigates various risks through 

informal and traditional financial services such as e‟der, e‟qub, money lenders (Arata abedari), 

and pawnbrokers to satisfy emergent needs of finance and alleviate risks.
286

 One author to the 

Addis Standard mentioned that perhaps Ethiopian insurers showed better performance during 

Emperor Haile Selassie‟s regime for local insurers were permitted to work together with foreign 

insurance companies.
287

 The insurance industry in Ethiopia is “very small” in all aspects.
288

 In 

Ethiopia today, there are eighteen (18) insurance companies in operation.
289

 With the opening of 

37 new branches in 2019/20, the branch expansion of insurance companies increased to 605.
290

  

More than half (54.4) per cent of their branches are situated in Addis Ababa.
291

 The total capital 

of all insurance companies is 9.7 billion birrs out of which the share of government-owned 
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Ethiopian Insurance Corporation is 29.3 per cent, while the share of the remaining seventeen 

private insurers is 70.7 per cent of total capital.
292

  This study canvasses the competitive status of 

Ethiopian insurers by selecting six insurers; the Ethiopian Insurance Corporation, Awash 

Insurance S.C, Nile Insurance S.C, Nyala Insurance S.C, United Insurance S.C, and Zemen 

Insurance S.C to evaluate the horizontal competition atmosphere of the Ethiopian insurance 

sector. In the subsequent part of the thesis, the horizontal competitive status of selected Ethiopian 

insurance companies from the vantage point of common competition variables is made.  

3.3 Competition in the Setting of Premium (Price)  

In the insurance sector, a premium is a price the insured pays to the insurer to obtain recovery 

from certain misfortune. According to the current Ethiopian insurance business proclamation, the 

premium is “the amount of money an insurer charges to provide the coverage described in an 

insurance policy.”
293

 Premium in the insurance industry is, thus, the price the insurer obtained 

from the insured in exchange for indemnity to future uncertain losses. In the context of 

insurance, insurance policy is the price of the product and premium is the price.
294

 Insurers 

compete in the market through price, quality, product variety, and innovation.
295

 In the insurance 

industry, a premium is determined based on market demand taking the loss the insurer will 

probably pay, the administrative expenses and the profits of the insurer into account.
296

 Price 

(premium) is the most complex and sensitive undertaking determined based on the computations 

of actuarial experts taking factors such as past data, the competitor companies action, and the 

growth strategy of the insurer and customer contentment into consideration.
297

 The insurers‟ 

competition in the Ethiopian insurance sector in the determination of premium is unhealthy.
298
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Each insurer cuts premiums wittingly down so that it could lure customers towards the 

company.
299

Experts stated that currently Ethiopian insurers and their leaders are unprofessionally 

cutting premiums to attract customers which disregards the very purpose insurance is created for; 

peace of mind and protection of customers.
300

 The prudent question worthy of further scrutiny is 

what distinguishes price competition from price war? As it was mentioned repeatedly in this 

research one of the factors through which companies compete in the market is price. Thus, 

competition based on price is expected in every competitive market including the insurance 

sector. So, what additional factors are required to characterize a certain pricing move as a price 

war? In answering this question, Andreas Krämer and et al found that in the case of a price war 

(1) the focus is on competitors but not consumers, (2) the path of pricing is downward, (3) 

competitors toil to gain market share through aggressive pricing accepting short term losses, (4) 

prices are undercut below the level of industry profitability, and every action is determined by 

suppliers than consumers.
301

 

In the same vein, competing companies in Ethiopia (those surveyed in this study and others 

alike) are cutting premiums wittingly down to attract customers.
302

 Experts in the insurance 

sector are of the view that price-cutting competition poses a significant challenge to the growth 

of the sector.
303

 Charging premium that is not commensurate to the actual risk exposure is 

becoming a common practice in the industry. Each insurance company tries to cut premiums 
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(especially in general insurance) deviating from scientific actuarial results at the expense of its 

profit to attract and retain customers to the company.
304

 Insurance companies reported that 

premium cutting or price war is threatening the solvency of insurers to the attention of the 

regulator, the National Bank of Ethiopia.
305

 The problem in the sector is further aggravated by 

the fact that most private insurance companies are notorious for procrastinating their clients 

(insured) at the time of claims settlement i.e. they first attract customers through offering low 

premium utilizing customers price sensitivity but eventually when a risk materializes their claims 

settlement is rigorous and are too litigious to avoid or at least delay payment.
306

 Price war 

adversely affects the interest of consumers because though they may first be attracted by low 

premiums in the long run the quality of service, variety of products and even the solvency of the 

insurer may be endangered that ultimately affects customers and the economy too.
307

 The 

competitor companies are also harmed as a result of foregone revenue (profit), and erosion of 

customer loyalty that are outcomes of a race to the bottom competition.
308

 Price-cutting as a 

competitive strategy is undesirable.
309

 It makes customers price sensitive at the expense of other 

values like quality and in the insurance sector, their peace of mind would be eroded.
310

 The 

causes of price war among competitors in the Ethiopian insurance industry are the following. 
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First, Ethiopian insurers are providing homogeneous products to their customers.
311

 As a result 

of this fact, they employ price-cutting as a customer attraction and retaining strategy. Second, 

other experts are of the view that added to the homogeneity of insurance products lack of 

innovation, dearth of experts in the area, and managerial problem are other reasons that caused 

premium cutting as a competition strategy among insurers.
312

 The problem for competition 

authorities is price war is not condemned unless sufficient evidence that shows that the problem 

reaches the point of predatory pricing is adduced. The Ethiopian Competition and Consumers 

Protection Authority can, however, make a sector-specific inquiry and identify signals of anti-

competitive behaviour of competitors that if pursued may lead to anti-competitive results such as 

predatory pricing, and collusion.
313

 Nonetheless, tools relevant for sector-specific inquiry are not 

legally recognized and are yet to be practised in our competition legal regime.
314

 Even if it were 

recognized, sector-specific inquiry (screening) is costly to administer and thus not feasible taking 

the current financial status, and human resource constraint of the authority into account.
315

 

Accordingly, the regulatory authority of the insurance sector, the National Bank of Ethiopia, is 

the last resort where one may find a prevention or a cure to the problem, price war. The National 

Bank can set a minimum premium below which insurers are not permitted to charge their 
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clients.
316

 By virtue of Article 2(58) of the Insurance Business (Amendment) Proclamation, the 

bank is authorized to “determine an economic (minimum) premium rate to be specified by a 

directive.”
317

 However, despite the persistence of price war and the request of some insurers, the 

bank does not come up with a specified law that sets a floor premium to save insurers from 

aggressive price-cutting competition.
318

  

3.4 Insurers Competition through Product Variety  

The other factor through which companies compete in the market is via offering a variety of 

products to their customers. One of the goals of competition law is to offer consumers a choice. 

It is known that competition forced competitors to offer diversified products (services) that 

satisfy the needs and preferences of the insured.
319

 The study scrutinizes the type of insurance 

service offered by six insurance companies in Ethiopia. The result of the study indicated that 

almost all of them provide identical insurance services.
320

 All of the six insurers selected for this 

study saving Zemen Insurance S.C provide both general and life insurance services.
321

 However, 

almost all of the services offered by all insurers are identical.
322

 To be more specific, the 

common general insurance services offered include all risk aviation (cargo and hull), Bankers 

blanket policy, burglary and housekeeping, bonds, consequential loss, engineering, fidelity 

guarantee, fire and lighting, goods in transit, inland carriers liability, workmen‟s compensation, 

marine (cargo and hull), money, motor, personal (group personal) accident, plate glass, product 

liability, professional indemnity, and public liability.
323

  The long term insurance service offered 

by insurers includes life insurance services such as individual & life, endowment assurance, 
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whole life insurance, riders, medical expense insurance, and travellers‟ health insurance.
324

 

Travellers‟ health insurance service was inaugurated by insurers following the Schengen 

States
325

 requirement that any person who travelled to these states should have emergency 

travellers‟ health insurance as a condition to acquire a visa.  Accordingly, the National Bank of 

Ethiopia enacted a directive that allows insurers to introduce travellers‟ health insurance.
326

  The 

insurance sector despite its more than a century of existence does not offer to the market (or 

customers‟) a new insurance product that takes into account the needs of society.
327

 Most 

insurers are providing traditional insurance products (services) that were offered a long time ago 

during the imperial times.
328

 The type and variety of insurance services offered by insurers is 

also an indicator of the competitive status of insurers.
329

 In most cases, general insurance 

varieties are mandated by law or contractual undertakings in the business life of individuals and 

companies.
330

 Conversely, long-term insurance products are voluntarily purchased by individuals 
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that in turn demand the customer attraction (competition) effort of insurers.
331

 More than ninety 

per cent (90%) of Ethiopian insurers‟ premium is acquired from general insurance services, 

whereas long-term insurance products are at the lowest stage of development. This partly shows 

that Ethiopian insurance companies are not competitive enough to convince, educate and attract 

clients to sell long term insurance varieties.
332

 The only new insurance services some insurers 

offer include crop insurance, livestock insurance, condominium insurance, and floriculture 

insurance.
333

 Crop insurance and livestock insurance services, as it stands now, are only provided 

for investors that engage in mechanized farming and pastoralist investors respectively that 

purchase an insurance policy.
334

 Thus, the service is not accessible to the wider majority of small 

farmers in the country.
335

 Ethiopian insurers tend to serve people living in towns and cities and 

their service variety is not yet capable of serving those who live in the countryside.
336

 Further, 

insurers tend to serve corporate clients and are affiliated with banks to obtain clients.
337

 Experts 

in the insurance sector stressed that the homogeneity of insurance services contributed a lot to 
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the existing price-cutting competition.
338

 Put it differently, companies would not rush to attract 

customers by scarifying their actuarially legitimate price had their insurance products were 

somehow diversified. Therefore, Ethiopian insurers are not competitive enough in introducing 

new insurance varieties that are vital to absorb usual risks like climate (whether) insurance, 

agricultural micro-insurance, flood insurance, drought insurance, insurance for pests like locust, 

livestock insurance etc.
339

  

3.5 Competition of Insurers in Innovation, and Use of Modern Technology  

Innovation and the utilization of modern technologies that ease the doing of business of the 

company is one area where companies compete with their rivals. In its common sense 

understanding, competition indicates a rivalry among firms to offer lower prices, better quality, 

and differentiated products to consumers.340 Innovation and the use of technology is always an 

integral part of a competition.341 Accordingly, competitors compete in the market in product 

innovation (new products) and the use of new technologies that ease the undertakings of a firm. 

Competition law experts agree in unison on the need to grant “a certain amount of protection 

from competition “…” for a firm to undergo the risks and costs of innovation.”342 In the same 

vein, the TCCPP of Ethiopia under Article 7(1) (a) allows competitors in a horizontal 

relationship to agree among them if “technological, efficiency or other pro-competitive gain 

resulting from their agreement outweighs that effect.”343 This shows the fact that our competition 

law adopted a rule of reason standard of review to assess the procompetitive and anticompetitive 

effects of horizontal collaboration among market competitors. Meanwhile, insurers in Ethiopia 

are weak in their use of technology and innovation.344 A multitude of tasks of insurance 
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companies is nowadays done using modern digital technologies such as online claims 

notification and settlement, online insurance application, digital customer advising and follow-

up, e-insurance service or digital insurance services and other related technologies like BIMA 

elaborated in the second chapter of the thesis.
345

 Meanwhile, insurers in Ethiopia are not utilizing 

these technologies in their sales system, customer relationship and actuarial computations.346 The 

only exceptions among insurers are Awash Insurance S.C and Lion Insurance S.C347 that 

introduce online claims notification forms in the insurance sector.348 In addition, United 

Insurance S.C launched online insurance sales though only in limited types of insurance 

products.
349

 Moreover, Nyala Insurance S.C also connected its branches through Blockchain 

technology.
350

 Of course, the recent insurance business (amendment) proclamation under Article 

2(56) promises to come up with a directive that sets out minimum conditions to provide digital 
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insurance business351 but the National Bank of Ethiopia does not enact any directive yet.
352

 The 

reasons for such lower innovation and use of technology are the non-exposure of the sector for 

foreign competition, the absence of actuarial (data) science353 in the educational system of the 

country and the resultant dearth of experts
354

, lack of strategic alliance among insurers, and the 

problem of leadership.355 This indicates that the horizontal competition among insurers in 

Ethiopia in the use of technology is at its infant stage of development and it can, thus, be said 

that insurers are not strong enough in this sort of competition.  

3.6 Competition and Cooperation under Ethiopian Competition and 

Consumer Protection Law  

Ethiopia changed its competition and consumer protection law thrice in a short period.
356

 

Interestingly, one of the new developments in the latter two competition proclamations‟ was the 

recognition of the rule of reason and rule per se standards of review though both are not 

mentioned by name.
357

 To be exact, Article 7(1) (a) of the TCCPP reads the following:   
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Technology and Innovation in the Ethiopian Insurance Sector, supra note 344.  
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 The first is the Trade Practice Proclamation, 2003, Federal Negarit Gazeta, Proclamation No.329, 9th year No.49. 

The second is Trade Practice and Consumer‟s Protection Proclamation, 2010, Federal Negarit Gazeta, Proclamation 

No.685, 16th year No.19. And the third and the current governing competition and consumer protection law of 

Ethiopia is - the Trade Competition and Consumers Protection Proclamation, 2013, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 

Proclamation No.813, 20th year No.28.  
357

Specifically, under Article 5(3) of the proclamation, rule - of –reason 

approach is adopted to assess abuse of dominance. The same holds true for anticompetitive 

agreements stated under Article 7 of the proclamation. Horizontal agreements such as price 

fixing, bid rigging (collusive tendering), and market sharing are per se (absolutely) prohibited as 

per article 7(1) (b) of TCCPP. Meanwhile, Article 7(1) (a) stipulated that “the prohibition of horizontal 
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Article 7.  Anti-competitive Agreements, Concerted Practices and Decisions 

(1) An agreement between, or concerted practice by, business persons or a decision by an 

association of business persons in a horizontal relationship shall be prohibited if: (a) it has 

the effect of preventing or significantly lessening competition unless a party to the 

agreement, concerted practise or decision can prove that any technological, efficiency or 

other pro-competitive gain resulting from it outweighs the effect. [Emphasis added].  

Accordingly, a rule of reason standard of review that takes into account (weighs) the pro-

competitive and anti-competitive dimensions of an act to outlaw or permit certain business 

conduct
358

 is vividly recognized in our competition law. The recognition of the rule of reason 

standard of review in our competition law is inferred from the wordings of the above-stated 

provision that goes to say “…unless a party to the agreement, concerted practise or decision can 

prove that any technological, efficiency or other pro-competitive gain resulting from it outweighs 

the effect.” Put it differently, competitors in a horizontal trade chain relationship can collaborate 

or cooperate between (among) them provided that they adduce satisfactory evidence to the 

competition authority that the “technological, efficiency or other pro-competitive gains” obtained 

from their agreement (coordination) outweighs the anti-competitive effect. This is the tenet of the 

rule of reason standard of analysis.  Moreover, the TCCPP of Ethiopia under Article 4 sub-

Article (1) and (2) declared that while the competition and consumer protection proclamation is 

in principle applicable to “any commercial activity or transaction conducted or having effect 

within the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia”, exceptionally the Council of Ministers is 

authorized to “specify by regulation those trade activities it deems vital in facilitating economic 

development to be exempted from the provisions of Part Two of the proclamation” that in turn 

deals with prohibition of anti-competitive trade practices and regulation of merger.
359

 This 

indicates that block exemption is recognized in our competition law.  

The other perplexing point is while the same proclamation under Article 3 sub-article (3) 

declared acceleration of economic development as one objective of the competition law; it at the 
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same time empowers the Council of Ministers to exempt those “economic activities vital for 

economic development” from the ambit of competition law under Article 4 sub-article (2). This is 

not only contradictory but might also create an impression that competition law is not vital for 

economic development.
360

 Furthermore, all economic activities are vital for economic 

development. Thus, the exemption as an exception to competition should be justified by other 

reasons that may vary in different sectors of the economy. The experience of various 

jurisdictions indicated that the insurance sector is one of the areas where the exception applies.
361

 

But, in Ethiopia, the Council of Ministers does not enact any regulation yet.  Be this as it may, 

horizontal cooperation is allowed in the insurance sector as per the above-clarified provisions.  

Moreover, other relevant conditions that balance the interest of the insurer and customers such as 

efficiency gain, indispensability, pass-on to consumers and the absence of elimination of 

competition
362

 can be subsumed using the catch-all phrase “other-procompetitive gains” stated 

under article 7(1)(a) of the TCCPP. However, those attached conditions for horizontal 

coordination are not cumulative requirements in our competition law. The implication is that the 

fulfilment of either of the conditions may be sufficient to grant an exemption. For instance, a 

collaboration that enhances efficiency would not be precluded if it is found to eliminate 
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competition or the efficiency gain is only to the company that disregards the interest of 

consumers. The interest of all stakeholders (consumers, the company or the economy at large) 

can only be balanced by making all requirements cumulative.
363

 The country‟s competition legal 

regime does not also have a horizontal cooperation guideline that may clarify the blurred points 

and elucidate specific areas of collaboration.
364

 In the discussions to follow, the study canvassed 

the practical implementations of common horizontal collaborations (strategic alliances) in the 

Ethiopian insurance industry.  

3.7 Cooperation in the Standardization of Insurance Terms and Conditions 

So long as the agreement to standardize policy terms and conditions does not “restrict the free 

negotiation of price and do not affect the interest of consumers”, a standardization agreement is 

permissible in most jurisdictions.
365

 In Ethiopia, terms and conditions of insurance policies are 

under the close supervision and regulation of the National Bank.
366

 Specifically, the National 

Bank of Ethiopia is empowered to examine insurance terms and conditions to verify whether the 

interest of policyholders is jeopardized.
367

 However, there is no standardization effort by the 

National Bank or among insurers yet.
368

 Moreover, the contract terms and conditions are written 

in English version only which could complicate the problem further. Standardization of terms 

and conditions is unlikely in the absence of some form of compulsion from the regulatory 

authority.
369

 Nonetheless, standardization, as an exception to competition, is not mandatorily 
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required in competition law.
370

 This is chiefly because so long as the regulator is diligent to 

check the terms and conditions of each insurer so that the interest of consumers remain protected, 

standardization might not be necessarily required.
371

 Moreover, the absence of standardization 

from the external body enables insurers to enhance innovation and offer better terms and 

conditions they deemed vital to attract customers.
372

 Accordingly, neither the NBE nor the 

Association of Ethiopian Insurers should be cursed for not coming up with standardized policy 

terms and conditions for the insurance sector.  

3.8 Access to Data (Information Exchange) Collaboration  

The charging of premium commensurate to the level of risk exposure demands acquiring the 

necessary information about the risk exposure of the risk category that perhaps is unlikely to be 

obtained from the insured.
373

 To escape such a dilemma, insurance companies need to share 

some information that enables them to determine actual premium attractive to both high and low-

risk individuals.
374

 Sharing of data (historical and aggregated) is justified by reasons born out of 

information asymmetries such as problems of moral hazard and adverse selection.
375

 Turning to 

the case in Ethiopia, the only specific law that allows insurers to share data among them to avoid 

the problems of information asymmetry
376

 is the National Bank directive that allows insurers to 

exchange information about the list of defaulters on outstanding premiums.
377

 It requires insurers 

to submit the name of premium defaulters who failed to pay a premium exceeding 10,000 birr to 

the Association of Ethiopian Insurers that in turn is required to disseminate the information to the 
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National Bank of Ethiopia and all insurers.
378

 However, even this kind of information exchange 

is not practically made among insurers.
379

 This is because though the association was established 

long before this directive, insurers are vigorously following their independent action that at times 

harm the industry and the association is not strong enough to coordinate insurers.
380

 In addition, 

there is no specific directive that empowers insurance companies to share historical and 

aggregated data on mortality table, frequency of illness, the incidence of an accident, 

geographical setting,  quality of the building etc.
381

  The existence of such kinds of laws that 

empower insurers to share certain vital data would facilitate entry into the market and the 

premium determination of insurers would also be commensurate to the level of risk exposure of 

the insured that in effect attracts both high and low-risk individuals into the company.
382

 By way 

of conclusion, it should be noted that insurers in Ethiopia are not exchanging data (information) 

and the country‟s competition law lacks profound clarity on the kind of permissible information 

insurers are allowed to exchange.
383

 Similarly, the National Bank of Ethiopia does not have any 

specific regulation except the aforementioned directive on the information exchange scheme on 

outstanding premiums.
384
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3.9 Research and Development (R&D) Collaboration among Insurers in 

Ethiopia  

Research and development collaboration is one of the common areas in which companies 

cooperate and invest resources to innovate new products and introduce technology to their 

business.  In the current dynamic business world, strategic alliances have become a notorious 

method of conducting business.
385

 Research and development collaborations are one of the 

common areas of a strategic alliance among insurance companies in the business world. 

Additionally, research and development collaboration is useful because; if the insurance service 

is completely new, insurers do not have historical data depending on which they can set the 

future premium.
386

 Furthermore, research and development are also vital for unconventional 

risks for which the frequency of occurrence and magnitude of risk is not well known.
387

 

However, experts in the Ethiopian insurance sector argued that each insurance company toils 

unilaterally to attract customers through reducing the premium rate that disturbs the harmonious 

relation of insurers.
388

 The problems mentioned in various parts of this paper such as lack of 

product diversity, the use of obsolete technology and the dearth of innovation in the insurance 

sector can be minimized (if total avoidance is impossible) had insurers come to a closer alliance 

and undertake scientific studies and awareness creation campaigns through research and 

development.
389
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3.10 Reinsurance Collaboration among Insurers in Ethiopia  

The Ethiopian insurance sector was in operation without a reinsurance regulatory legal 

framework for a long time.
390

 However, despite the absence of a national reinsurance company 

and regulatory framework, insurers made a reinsurance agreement with foreign reinsurers.
391

 

Interestingly, after decades of operation without a regulatory legal framework, the National Bank 

of Ethiopia introduced a reinsurance directive and a directive that deals with reinsurance 

company establishment.
392

 Following this, the Ethiopian Reinsurance S.C (shortly, Ethiopian Re) 

which commenced operation on 1
st
 July 2016 transacting both life and general reinsurance 

business was incorporated.
393

 The directive requires primary insurers to cede at least 25% of its 

treaty session and 5% of each policy the insurer underwrites to a reinsurance company licensed 

under the current insurance business proclamation.
394

 Moreover, the directive gives the Ethiopian 

Reinsurance S.C “the right of first refusal in all facultative placements.”
395

 This right empowers 

the company the first right to accept (or if it does not want, to reject) the reinsurance ceding of 

insurers before any other reinsurance company.
396

 Thus, reinsurance which is considered an 
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important risk management tool for insurance companies is legally recognized and a reinsurance 

company is established in the country by the end of 2016. Despite these improvements, as it 

stands now, Ethiopian insurers spent a huge amount of money (in foreign currency) to purchase 

reinsurance for risks exceeding their risk appetite (retention capacity) to various alien 

reinsurance companies such as Africa Re, Swiss Re, Munich Reinsurance Corporation, Tunis Re, 

Zurich Re, IRB Brazil Re, Z.E.P Re, and Afro-Asian Reinsurer.
397

 The retention capacity of 

Ethio Re is limited and Ethiopian insurers are transacting reinsurance with foreign 

reinsurers.
398

Accordingly, much remains to be done to strengthen the Ethiopian Reinsurance 

company to secure the ceding premium to foreign reinsurers in foreign currency.
399

 Furthermore, 

as it is elaborated under the second chapter, reinsurance collaboration may lead to the 

transparency of prices charged and agreed by an insurer with its clients.
400

 The coordination that 

involves regular and frequent sharing of information might have the effect of disclosing the 

“market positions and strategies” of competitors that in consequence would harm competition.
401

 

However, in the Ethiopian scenario, the Competition and Consumer Protection Authority does 

not have any means to ascertain the possibility of anticompetitive exposures.
402

 The reinsurance 
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at<http://www.law.harvard.edu/programs/corp_gov/papers/No261.99.Walker.pdf> [Last accessed on 10 June 2021].  
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amendment directive also entirely focuses on ascertaining the financial soundness of the 

reinsurer and the primary insurer.
403

 

3.11 Coinsurance Collaboration in the Ethiopian Insurance Market 

A coinsurance pool is another mechanism in which insurance companies collaborate to provide 

insurance services to their clients. Coinsurance indicates the collaboration of multiple insurers to 

cover the same risk.
404

 It comes in to picture when the amount of risk is beyond the risk appetite 

of a single insurer.
405

 It is, thus, designed to cover huge risks like industrial fire insurance, 

climate insurance, drought, flood, ecological risks, terrorism, etc.
406

 In the insurance sector, 

coinsurance should be seen as a joint venture arrangement or strategic alliance among insurers 

that if properly implemented would enhance efficiency and consumers‟ welfare too.
407

 Besides, it 

is vital to expand the insurance service to the majority of the society vulnerable to huge and 

catastrophic risks and risks insurers are independently unable to extend their service.
408

 

Unfortunately, Ethiopian insurers are not properly utilizing this form of collaboration
409

 as one 

expects and the regulator of the insurance industry, the National Bank of Ethiopia, does not have 

a directive that empowers insurers to coinsure a risk together.
410

 One may, of course, at this 
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juncture argue that if the country‟s competition law allows insurers to collaborate horizontally 

among themselves on the grounds of efficiency and other pro-competitive gains, insurers in 

Ethiopia can share a single risk through coinsurance pool. However, coinsurance like reinsurance 

needs profound legal regulation to determine, among other things, the responsibility of the lead 

insurer (an insurer underwriting the highest share
411

), the collection of premium, the 

administration of coinsurance business, settlement of claims, manner of renewal of the policy, 

the manner of payment of commissions to brokers, intermediaries and agents, the payment of 

tax, policy documentation issues, dispute resolution, and reinsurance rights of coinsurers and the 

lead insurer.
412

 Additionally, risks covered under coinsurance pools are huge and catastrophic 

risks the occurrence of which supposedly could affect the financial muscle of insurers and the 

wealth of the insured person alike. In turn, this calls for legal intervention from the regulator to 

protect these bothersome interests. For Ethiopian insurance companies, coinsurance 

collaboration in some aspects may be preferable than reinsurance collaboration. This is because, 

first, “reinsurance contracts do not solve the ceding insurer‟s responsibility to pay the 

reinsurance claims should the reinsurer fail.”
413

 Secondly, the liability of each coinsurer is 

several that in effect save insurers from being answerable to the claim of defaulting coinsurers. 

Thirdly, coinsurance does not demand foreign currency to purchase unlike the case of the current 
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reinsurance transaction of Ethiopian insurers.
414

 Had Ethiopian insurance companies were 

coordinating their utmost effort through coinsurance pools at least a portion of the various 

catastrophic risks Ethiopians are facing would have been absorbed.
415

 It is indisputable fact that 

“risks are present at all stages of people‟s lives and business.”
416

 Meanwhile, insurers in Ethiopia 

provide the lion‟s share of their services only to those customers that purchase general insurance 

which in most cases is required by law and their service is constrained to people residing in 

cities.
417

 The majority of the people in the countryside (presumably 85%) despite their exposure 

to various risks like flood, fire, livestock, crop, weather, drought
418

, etc. are not getting insurance 

services.
419

 To recapitulate, insurers in Ethiopia would absorb most of the catastrophic risks had 

such kind of collaboration is well-practised and collaboration through coinsurance would enable 

insurers to stretch their services to the majority of the population.
420
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

4.1 Conclusion  

Competition among market participants has become the principle of the modern market 

economy. The assumption is that competition benefits all; it encourages businesses to compete 

for customers that in effect would result in a reduced price for goods and services, increased 

innovation, better choice and improved quality of goods and services in the market.  In Ethiopia, 

the modern insurance business has more than a century of existence.  Despite its longevity, the 

sector plays a meagre role in the country‟s economy. This incites the researcher to conduct a 

study on the horizontal competitive status of insurers by selecting the state-owned Ethiopian 

Insurance Corporation, Awash Insurance S.C, Nyala Insurance S.C, Nile Insurance S.C, United 

Insurance S.C, and Zemen Insurance S.C. The central aim of the study was to evaluate the 

horizontal competitive status of insurance companies in Ethiopia in light of the commonly 

known competition variables i.e. price (premium), product variety, and innovation and the use of 

technology. Moreover, the study also aims to show the horizontal collaboration (strategic 

alliance) among insurers in Ethiopia and the place our Competition and Consumer Protection 

Proclamation and other subordinate legislations give to horizontal collaboration. Generally, after 

a thorough scrutiny of these points, the study reached the following points of conclusion.  

First, the study found that insurance companies in Ethiopia are wittingly cutting premiums to 

lure customers and they are now in the situation of a price war. This premium cutting practice is 

found damaging for the insurance companies and their customers alike by eliminating firms‟ 

profit, ability to innovate and eroding customers loyalty, among others. The causes of a price war 

in the context of the Ethiopian insurance sector are the homogeneity of insurance products 

(services), lack of qualified experts (especially actuarial experts), and managerial problems. The 

NBE is statutorily empowered to set a minimum floor premium to save insurers from their 

deadly act of price-cutting competition but the bank takes any measure yet.    

The second point of scrutiny in this thesis was the status of competition among insurers in 

product (service) variety. It is uncovered that insurers in the country offer traditional and similar 
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insurance services to their customers. The newly added insurance services are crop insurance, 

livestock insurance, condominium insurance and floriculture insurance. Amongst those new 

insurance services, crop and livestock insurance are currently offered for investors that make 

these services unavailable for the mass of small-holder farmers. Thus, their competition in 

introducing a variety of products is very low. 

The third area of concern was competition among insurers in innovation and the use of modern 

technology. The study found that the Ethiopian competition law (TCCPP) allows insurers to 

collaborate among them if “technological, efficiency and another pro-competitive gain” that 

outweigh the anticompetitive result is acquired from the coordination. Further, the current 

Insurance Business (Amendment) Proclamation allows the NBE to enact a directive on digital 

insurance services. But, the NBE does not have a specified directive until this day. Insurers in the 

country are found poor at innovation and use of technology. Specifically, online system of 

insurance application, online claims notification (saving Awash and Lion Insurance Companies), 

digital customer advising and follow up (CRM), BIMA, e-insurance are unavailable. The dearth 

of experts, the closeness of the sector from foreign competition, the absence of actuarial (data) 

science experts and the absence of legal framework are the reasons that contributed to their poor 

competition in innovation and use of technology.   

The other point of discussion was the legal and practical situations of horizontal collaboration 

(strategic alliances) in the insurance sector of the country. Concerning the legal regime, the 

TCCPP under Article 7(1) (a) follows a rule of reason standard of analysis that allow competitors 

to collaborate provided that technological, efficiency or other procompetitive gain exceeding the 

anti-competitive effect of the coordination are present. Besides, under Article 4(2) of the same 

proclamation, the Council of Ministers is empowered to exempt certain sectors “vital for 

economic development” by regulation from the scope of TCCPP. The phrase “vital for economic 

development” is found to be confusing for every sector has a contribution to economic 

development and one of the goals of competition law (including TCCPP) is the acceleration of 

economic development. Though the insurance sector is one of the sectors the exemption extends, 

the Council of Ministers enacts no specific exemption regulation yet. Furthermore, the attached 

conditions for coordination are found sufficient to protect the interest of all parties. 

Technological, efficiency and other pro-competitive gains are the conditions stipulated in the 
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TCCPP. The conditions of  pass on to consumers, indispensability and the non-elimination of 

competition that are vital to balance the interest of all parties can be engulfed in our law through 

the interpretation of the phrase “other pro-competitive gains.” However, in the TCCPP the 

attached conditions for horizontal collaboration are not cumulative.   

The final part of the thesis covered the horizontal coordination (strategic alliance) among 

insurers in Ethiopia. Because of asymmetry of information, prospective nature of insurance price 

determination, moral hazard and adverse selection problems, coordination in some areas is 

common in the insurance sector. One of the areas wherein insurers collaborate is the 

standardization of insurance contract terms and conditions. In Ethiopia, insurance contract terms 

and conditions are supervised by the National Bank. Standardization efforts are not yet made in 

the sector. But, seen from the perspectives of competition law standardization is not mandatory. 

And the freedom accorded for insurers to come up with their terms and conditions with the close 

supervision of the NBE is the approach adopted in Ethiopia.  

Information exchange (access to data) is the other area of coordination. In the Ethiopian 

insurance sector, there is one regulation that requires insurers to exchange information on 

outstanding premiums through the Association of Ethiopian Insurers. However, in practice, they 

are not exchanging this data. Another directive that allows insurers to exchange aggregated and 

historical data on incidences of accident, mortality table, frequency of illness, geographical 

setting,  quality of building etc. are unavailable. The other area of strategic alliance is in research 

and development. But, insurance companies in the country are poor on this sort of collaboration.  

The other area where coordination is common is through reinsurance. Interestingly, recently the 

NBE comes up with a directive for the reinsurance business operation and reinsurance company 

establishment. Accordingly, the Ethiopian Reinsurance S.C is established in which the majority 

of shareholdings of the company are owned by Ethiopian insurers. The establishment of 

Reinsurance Company is a move forward for the insurance sector, but much remains to be done 

in improving the company‟s retention (risk absorption) capacity to prevent the ceding premium 

to foreign reinsurance companies and make the sector competitive. The last part of the study 

focuses on coinsurance (insurance of risk by collaboration). However, such kind of coordination 

is not common in the Ethiopian insurance sector and there is also no specific law that allows 

such coordination.    
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4.2 Recommendation  

To solve the aforementioned legal and practical problems surrounding the horizontal competition 

atmosphere of Ethiopian insurers, the researcher forward the subsequent recommendations.  

 To escape the existing price war, insurance companies in Ethiopia should give proper 

emphasis to other ways of competition like brand loyalty, innovation and technology, and 

the provision of new insurance services.  Besides, the National Bank of Ethiopia in 

consultation with the Association of Ethiopian Insurers should enact a minimum (floor) 

premium to save insurance companies from the current price war (price-cutting 

competition).  

 Ethiopian Insurance Companies should introduce new insurance services to absorb the 

risk needs of the community. Specifically, the sector needs to expand its service for the 

rural community through crop insurance, livestock insurance, climate insurance, flood 

insurance, drought insurance, and insurance for pests. In short, insurers should compete 

in the market by introducing new services to the industry and extending their services to 

the mass of the population.  

 Insurance Companies in the country should employ modern technology in their business 

undertaking. Digital systems of insurance service application, claims notification, 

customer advising and follow up, sales and distribution through BIMA and digital (e-

insurance) should be introduced and insurance companies should compete in this regard.  

For this to happen, the regulator of the sector, NBE, should also introduce a specific 

directive that regulates digital insurance services. 

 Data (actuarial) science at its advanced level should be given in the education system of 

the country to solve the dearth of actuarial experts in the insurance sector.  

 The provision of the TCCPP on horizontal coordination requirements should be amended 

in a manner that made horizontal collaboration conditions cumulative requirements.  

 The Council of Ministers as per the power vested to it under Article 4(2) of TCCPP 

should enact a regulation that exempts insurers from the applicability of competition law 

in some areas to minimize the risks of information asymmetry such as adverse selection 

and moral hazard. Alternatively, a clear horizontal cooperation guideline that identifies 

areas of horizontal collaboration between competitors should be enacted by the 
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Competition and Consumer Protection Authority of Ethiopia to facilitate a strategic 

alliance between insurers.  

 Concerning information exchange collaboration among insurance companies, an 

information exchange directive (guideline) that permits insurers to exchange historical 

and aggregated data on the incidence of an accident, geographical setting data, frequency 

of illness, mortality table etc. needs to be introduced by the NBE. Insurers should also 

utilize the existing law that allows them to exchange data on outstanding premiums.  

 Concerning research and development collaboration, insurers in Ethiopia should 

coordinate their efforts in research and development to introduce new services, make 

awareness creation campaigns and acquire efficient ways of doing business.  

 The Ethiopian Reinsurance S.C should be further strengthened to boost its risk absorption 

capacity so that it can retain the ceding premium to foreign reinsurance companies. 

Further, the Ethiopian Competition and Consumer Protection Authority should also 

closely supervise the reinsurance company to avoid the dangers of anticompetitive 

coordination among insurers. 

  The NBE should come up with a co-insurance coordination directive to enable insurance 

companies to ensure huge and catastrophic risks exceeding their risk appetite together.  

 Generally, insurers in Ethiopia should compete in introducing diversified insurance 

services, innovation and technology. Besides, their competition in premium should be 

healthy and the existing price war shall be avoided. They shall also make strategic 

alliances to improve the existing meagre competition in the sector.  
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Annex  

Interview Guides Prepared for Experts of Insurance Companies, National Bank of Ethiopia, 

Association of Ethiopian Insurers and Ethiopian Competition and Consumer Protection 

Authority. 

Personal Details of the Interviewees   

Name of the Respondent (if he/she consented) _____________________________ 

Type of the Study: A Master thesis in Law (L.L.M).  

Title: A Critical Analysis of Horizontal Competition in the Ethiopian Insurance Sector 

The interview aims to gather data on the horizontal competitive status of Ethiopian insurers and 

consequently suggest possible solutions for the identified problems. Thus, you are kindly 

requested to give your views for your information is helpful to the effective undertaking of the 

study. Your identity will be kept confidential and anonymous unless you consented to the 

disclosure of your identity and personal views.   

Thank you, for your cooperation!  

Guiding Questions  

To Experts of Insurance Companies‟ 

1. What techniques does your company employ to attract and retain customers? 

2. Do you think that the existing legal framework is a barrier to proper competition among 

insurers?  

3. What looks like the existing competition among insurers in the setting of premiums?  

4. What are the distinguished insurance products (services) your company offers to its 

consumers?  

5. What are the new technologies your company introduce to modernize and ease the doing 

of the insurance business?  

6. Do Ethiopian insurers collaborate horizontally in the standardization of terms and 

conditions, R&D, information exchange, reinsurance and coinsurance? 
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To the Experts of National Bank of Ethiopia 

1. How do you ascertain the interest of policyholders in the policy terms and conditions of 

insurance companies? 

2. Do you have a digital insurance directive?  

3. What are the reasons for the low contribution of the insurance sector to the country‟s 

economy?  

4. Do you have a separate guideline (directive) on coinsurance, information (data) exchange 

and R&D collaboration among insurers? 

5. Do you think that insurance companies are competitive in product variety, technology 

and innovation and premium determination?   

To the Experts of Ethiopian Competition and Consumer Protection Authority 

1. What are the anti-competitive detection tools the Authority employ to detect restraints to 

competition in Ethiopia?  

2. Does the Authority have the means to control the anti-competitive tendencies of insurers‟ 

horizontal coordination such as reinsurance, coinsurance and information exchange?  

 


